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LAST ISSUE:
This is the last issue of
The Arbiter for the semester.
Graduate

student

Drew

Mayes will be the Editor In
Chief for next year and will
publish several issues over the
summer.

Many thanks are in

order for this year's diverse and
talented

staff, and well wishes

go out to all incoming

staffers.

We've seen just a hint of what
you are ail capable of and
we're certain we'll be reading!

NEWS
PAGE 3
The Arbiter

wins big at the

Idaho Press Club Awards

OPINION
PAGE 7
Opinion Writer Brian Holmes
gives' the Faculty Senate a
big F - when it comes to.the
Plus/Minus

grading system

Guest Writer Woody Howard
offers readers his definition
of freedom

of speech

CULTURE
PAGE 9

Chuck Norris doesn't read The
Arbiter. He stares it down until he
gets the information

he wants,

SPORTS·

.

. ---------------------------.

PAGE 12
It's time for fans to put away
the big orange foam finger

ONLINE

---------~-----------------Post your comments

online at:

WWW.ARBITERONLINE.COM

WEATHER

----------------------------

TUESDAY

High: 65F /

Low

39F

Carpooling encouraged to
reduce parking congestion

WEDNESDAY

High: 71F /

Low 47F

THURSDAY

High: 78F /

Low 47F

CONTACT

---------------------------NEWS
(208) 345-8204 x'102
news@arbiteronllne.com

Boise State University is expecting its largest attendance
ever for spring commencement.
AIIreserved, general and metered
parking lots, including the parking structure, will be free for commencement patrons. '
A large portion of the West stadium lot, located directly east
of the Taco Bell Arena, will be
reserved
for disabled
and

dignitary parking.
Because of the limitation of
handicapped parking, family and
friends who cannot walk a distance can be dropped off at the
front of arena. Entrance lor 2 of
the Taco Bell Arena have elevators
available if family or friends cannot climb stairs.
Please be aware that "Race for
the Cure" is scheduled for the

same day so we expect increased
parking and traffic demand.
Portions of Park Center Blvd. will
be. closed between S. Leadville
Avenue and Southshore Way.
BSU officials encourage all patrons to carpool and arrive early.
For any questions regarding this
message please contact Parking
and Transportation Services at
(208) 426-PARK.

Boise. State officials say Idaho's strong
economy bodes well for '06 graduates ,

OPINION
(208) 345-8204 x 112
letters@arblteronllne.com
CULTURE
(208) 345-8204 x 104
culture@arblteronline.com

According to Dick RapP! assoelate vice president for student
BSU
If recent. figures compiled by affairs and diredorofthe
.the Career Center. at Boise State' Career Center,'. there was •..a 34
Percent .Increase in the number
are. any indication ofIdaho'secoof employerswhocoriductedon~
nomic health." theunivetsity's
campusintemeWli \vitti graduatClassof 200618 entering a robust
job market ~'at least statewide . ing st.ud~ntsbetwe~n. July 2005
and April 2006 comparedti>:July
,
and lo\=al!y.•.,
. .
-"
Courtesy

SPORTS
(208) 345-8204 x 103
sports@arblteronllne~com
ADVERnSING.
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2004-April200S.
In addition, d.uring that same
time period, therewasa39 percent
increase in employment'positlons
listed for Boise State grad\1ates on
Broncolobs, a Web site available
only toBSUstudents
registered'

See .ECOn()rjlY·J~ag'e31-

Graduation
schedule of events
Friday, May 12
12 p.m, Alumni celebration BBQ at the Student
Union Building
Saturday, May 13
8:30 a.m. Taco Bell Arena opens
9 a.m, Graduates can pick up name cards in the
, grassy area between Taco Hell Arena and the
Bronco Gym. Graduates will then be directed to
the Bronco Gym or the Auxiliary Gym for lineup
and instructions.

10 a.m. Commencement
Arena

begins in Taco Bell

12p~m. R~ceptionforgraduatesand
families in .
the IntraDlural Field, located betweenTaco Bell
,Arena ilnd the Studept Uni()p Btill(IIIl~ ..'
.
,

,
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World/National/What· the? storieS
courtesy of KRTCampus Wire Services
unless otherwise credited. local/BSU
stories are courtesy of the, Boise State
Website at www.bolsestate.edu. All
stories are complied by News Writers.

world
Mediators push
i warring parties, in
; 'Darfur closer to a
peace deal

r

..::
•

NAIROBI, Kenya - The war:: ring parties in Sudan's Darfur region edged closer to a peace accord
. Thursday night under intense pressure from international mediators
who said they believed that a deal
to end the three-year conflict could
be at hand.
But rebels and Sudanese officials declined to endorse a series
of amendments put forward by U.S.
and British envoys hours before a
midnight negotiating deadline, and
success wasn't certain. Talks in the
Nigerian capital of Abuja were expected to last into Friday morning.
Sudan had backed a peace proposal over the weekend, but the
rebels raised concerns over a num, ber of provisions related to security, political representation and the
sharing of national funds.
Mediators led by U.S. Deputy
Secretary of State Robert Zoellick,
who's been at the talks since
Tuesday, were trying to get agree• ment on two sticking points: the
integration of rebel troops into national security forces and a timetable for Sudan to disarm the Arab
militias, known as the janjaweed,
'. that it's used since 2003 to fight the
rebels.
The janjaweed have looted
and torched countless villages in
Darfur, an arid region the size of
Texas, in a campaign that the Bush
:, administration has called genocide. The violence has led to the
deaths of more than 200,000 people and forced more than 2 million from their homes - a number
that's increased daily as janjaweed
attacks have spread into neighboringChad.
Saif Haroun. a spokesman for the
leading rebel faction, said the U.S.
and British proposal provided for
7,000 to 8,000 rebel troops to be incorporated into Sudanese military
and police forces - a plan he said
he welcomed. '
'

national
'Cuba entry in
Wikipedia stirs
controversy
,WASHINGTON - One editor
complained that Havana sympathizers were transforming a scholarly enterprise into "their own private
Fidel Castro fan page," A user was
tossed out after threatening to sue
another for libel.
The fuss is over the Cuba entry in
Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia created, edited and administered entirely by volunteers with
the aim of becoming a Web-based
knowledge repository for humanity.
But the Cuba entry, like those
on President Bush and abortion,
has been snared in Intense political divisions over everything from
the impact of U.S. sanctions on the
communist-ruled island to whether
it should have a separate section on
its human rights record. Russia and
North Korea do not.
There have heen so many dueling
edits - 30 entries on April 27 alone
-' that the article has been placed
of(limits to first-time or unregistered users. The article has notices
alerting readers that the neutrality
of four sections is under dispute.
A central tenet ofWikipedia is that
articles must be written hi.a neutral
point of view. But, as the debate on
the talk page attached to the Cuba
article demonstrates, neutrality is
often in the eye ofthe beholder.
The debate over Cuba turned intense after Adam Carr,who identifies
himself as having a Ph.D. in history
from the University of Melbourne
in Australia and a gay rights activist, introduced this sentence high
in the article: "Cuba is a socialist
republic, in which the Communist
Party of Cuba is the sole legal political party, and is the only state in the
western hemisphere that is not a democracy."
This prompted responses that
, went from scholarly citations of political scientists with definitions of
democracy, to accusations ofnot-sohidden political agendas.
Bruce Hallman wrote that calling

Cuba undemocratic is a "logical fallacy' because it applies "capitalistic
values' in the context of a socialist
society. '
"Might it be possible to write the
article without using the word 'democracy' at am" he suggested.
"Sorry, comrade, no dice," answered Carr, one of the few writers
who posts a description of himself.
"These comments show quite clearly
that you are a communist, or at least
someone who actively supports the
Castro dictatorship, not just ...someone who is naive about the realities
ofCuba,"
With neither side giving In, on
April 15 a "mediation cabal" - an
informal mediator - joined the discussion because the talk page had
become "huge." The cabal suggested
citing reputable sources to back the
Cuba-is-not-a-democracy sentence.
Failing to produce an agreement,
the cabal departed after complaining that several editors were being
-lude.
Others argued that if the article
discusses human rights in Cuba, it
should also point out U.S. human
rights abuses. "We.will not be distracted by the well-known communist diversionary tactic of playing
bogus moral equivalence games,"
Carr responded.
Afewyears ago, online discussions
of this sort would have gone unnoticed. But Wikipedia is now the 17th
most visited site in the world and
its traffic continues to grow at a fast
pace, according to Alexa Internet,
a Web-ranking outfit owned by
Amazon.com.
Created by Web entrepreneur
Jimmy Wales, who today heads the
foundation that oversees the site,
Wikipedia is an example ofthe power of "social computing" - the ability of users to create their own content without relying on the filters of
newspaper or hard-copy encyclopedia editors.
"We'vegot this whole movement of
social computing and information of
users, by users, for users," says Peter
Kim, of the Internet research firm
Forrester Research. "The beauty of
this sort of technology is that its editable and that the community will
police itself."

local/bsu
Micron Technology
Foundation donates
to new engineering
Ph.D. program
The
Micron
Technology
Foundation will award $5 million
to Boise State University to support
its new Ph.D. program in electrical
and computer engineering (ECE),
Micron and Boise State officials announced Thursday.
The $5 million donation from the
Micron Technology Foundation, a
private, non-profit charitable organization formed in 1999 by Micron
Technology Inc., will fund new
faculty and staff positions in. the
College of Engineering, stipends
for ECEdoctoral students, lab renovations, new instrumentation and
other program costs, university officials said.
"With· the increasing demand
for qualified, skilled and talented
engineers in our state .and country, Micron is pleased to support
Boise State's thriving College of
Engineering and its new doctoral
program," said Steve Appleton,
Micron's chairman, CEO and presi-dent. "To be competitive on a global basis it is vital for business and
community leaders to support educational systems that continue to
raise the bar in education and promote curriculum rich in math, science, technology and engineering."
The gift includes $3 million to be
awarded over the next four years.
The remaining $2 million is a challenge grant that will be matched
dollar for dollar for donations made
to Boise State University for the ECE
doctoral program.
"This is tremendous news for
'
Boise State, and we are very grateful to the Micron Technology
Foundation for its vision and gen. erosity," said Boise State President
Bob Kustra. "This gift will enhance
our efforts to build a very strong
program that will help meet the
growing needs of high-tech industries in the state and the region, and
provide new opportunities for research and collaboration."
,-

In December, the State Board or'
Education unanimously approved
a Ph.D. program in electrical and
computer engineering at Boise
State, and the program began adrpitting its first students this semester. Eight doctoral students have
been 'admitted to the Ph.D. program for the fall 2006 semester, and
university officials plan to grow this
number to about 50 students during
a six-year implementation phase.
"The College of Engineering has
already enrolled some outstanding students in its new Ph.D. program, and this generous gift from
the Micron Technology Foundation
will support the college's efforts to
hire talented faculty and attract the
best and brightest students," said
Boise State Provost Sona Andrews.
Research will also be enhanced
because the university will have
the resources to hire clusters of
researchers working in a particular area instead of a single researcher, said Cheryl Schrader,
dean of the College of Engineering.
"Collaborations that will increase
our competitiveness for federal research grants will begin immediately," Schrader said. "We'll be able
to build momentum very quickly."
The new Ph.D. in electrical and
computer engineering is a research-intensive degree, and doctoral students will work with faculty on funded projects in areas
such as sensors, advanced integrated circuitry, image processing, memory materials and robotics, said R. Jacob Baker, chair of
the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering. The projects are funded by the Department
of Defense, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Department
of Energy and other agencies.
The research has many practical applications and could lead to
everything from smaller portable
music players, such as an iPod', to
AIMs that use fingerprint scans to
identify users, to the development
of new materials for storing digital
information, Baker said
Micron Technology has been a
major supporter and benefactor of
the engineering programs at Boise
State.
The College of Engineering at
I • '"

Boise State will mark its 10th anniversary in July with a yearlong celebration, "Engineering 10.0."Many
events are planned during the year,
including a back-to-school barbecue, alumni reunions and guest
lectures. The college enrolls more
than 1,400 students in its graduate
and undergraduate programs. Its
researchers have $16.8 million in
active externally funded research
grants, a 50 percent increase over
the past year. In 2004, 68 percent
of the engineering graduates from
Boise State obtained employment
in Idaho industries, according to
statistics gathered by the college.
More about the college is at http://
coen.boisestate.edu.
The
Micron
Technology .
Foundation, a private, non-profit
organization established in 1999
with a gift from Micron Technology,
Inc., is engaged in funding
educational efforts and charitable
activities.

what the?
Death to the rebel
alliance
A man brandished a pistol outside a middle school in.Oregon and
then fled the scene on a skateboard.
Police were able to quickly apprehend him from- witness descriptions.
He was wearing black and red
paint on his face to make himself
look like the Star Wars character
DarthMaul.

I don't think anyone
will notice ".
Law enforcement officials put
phony narcotics on display at the
Police Expo in RockawayTownship,
N.J., to give people an idea of.what
they look like.
They looked real.
An l8-year-old lad tried to steal
them.
was immediately arrested.
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Feel Like A Wienie For Lunch...
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STAFF

For the second year in a row, the Idaho Press Club
Saturday night named The Arbiter the best college
newspaper in Idaho.
'
Students received their awards 'at the club's annual
award banquet at the Owyhee Plaza Hotel,
In individual categories, The Arbiter garnered three
first places, three seconds, four thirds, and two honorable mentions.
The judge in the General Bxcellence category, the
top honor, said The Arbiter was "a well-done, nicely
designed and comprehensive report that isboth useful
and informative. I like this paper's willingness to challenge its readers."
Dan Morris, the paper's editorial adviser, said the
repeat of the General Excellence crown "demonstrates
that The Arbiter has reached a consistent state of quality. The recognition pays off, as better student journalisis wunllll ..work at the paper and editors are in a better

position to pick and choose among dedicated and talented applicants.
"College newspaper competition in Idaho is no joke,"
Morris added. "The North Idaho College Sentinel, like
us, won the Associated Collegiate Press's top honor, the
Pacemaker, last year, recognizing us among the nation's top 25 two-year college and comprehensive university newspapers. In recent years, The Scroll, at BYUIdaho, has won a Pacemaker, and The Argonaut, at the
.University ofidaho, has been a runner-up."
This year's Arbiter editor-In-chief was Mary Grace
. Lucas, the student business manager was Marcus
Hackler, and the general manager is Brad Arendt.

HEADLINES
1st Arbiter Staff - selection of six

GENERAL NEWS STORY
1st Sara Bahnson "Van rollover kills eight USU students"

Arbiter Press Club Winners
GENERAL EXCELLbNCE
1st The Arbiter - Boise State University
2nd The Sentinel- North Idaho College
3rd The Argonaut - University of Idaho

2nd Sara Bahnson & Tessa Schweigert"Letters say leaders posted 'racial slur'

SPORTS NEWS REPORT
3rd Shawn Ashby"He may be the best athlete ...."

Honorable Mention Sara Bahnson "Crime at BSU greater than al its sister institutions"

Honorable Mention Trevor Horn "James Blake gives more than he receives"

WATCHDOG / INVESTIGATIVE
3rd Mary Grace Lucas "Holladay changes tune about ASBSU budget

PAGEDESIGN
3rd Francis Delapena & Heather English "best of three"

LIGHT FEATURE
3rd Mary Grace Lucas "Saw; BSU parking horror story to boot"

PHOTOGRAPHY
1st Stanley Brewster"Quarterback fumble; Luke Shields: Maureen Shea"

EDITORIAL
2nd Drew Mayes - selection of three

WEBSITE GENERAL EXCELLENCE
2nd Staff - The Arbiter- www.arbiteronline.com

StLidents use software to simulate the night sky
BY RYAN RASMUSSEN
Special to The Arbiter
Want to look at the stars? Now
there's no reason to have to wait to
get a nine-year degree or even for
night when you can load this program onto your computer in a matter
of minutes. The computer program
called Starry Night Enthusiast can
give Boise State students a simulation of the night sky at any moment
theywish.
The program, used by the Stars

tions.
and Cosmology class as well as the
Professor Daryl Macomb of the
Astronomy Club, is a tool that stuBSU Astronomy department said
dents or anyone interested in learning and observing stars can use- . he likes this program because of its
accuracy. "It is flexible anda person
even if it's a doudy night or the midcan put it into actual use when obdle of the day.
The program shows millions of serving from their own backyard,"
Macomb said.
stars, alarge number of nebulas, galMacomb's favorite feature of the
axies, and many other astronomical
Starry Night program is that it runs
features in vivid colors and forms.
time simulations so that users can
Users can look up individual stars
track the movement of stars andby name or constellation to see their
constellations and see how they will
actual location. The program also
appear on a particular night.
offers specifics about constella-

The astronomy department uses
the program to plan observations.
For example, the program can tell if
the moon is going to be out or very
bright, and will block out a lot of star
Visualization,. They can even see
what the sky will look like hundreds
of years from now or many years
ago.
Users 'can even go further into
space and see objects they couldn't
see with the naked eye. [essica Elias,
a member of the Astronomy club
and lab teacher for the Stars and

Cosmology class, said that she enjoys this feature.
"I really enjoy the space ship
mode-getting to fly around and really look around the-galaxy. It's more
of a fun program to learn with."
Another great thing about this
program, Macomb says, is the fact
that it's very user friendly, even for
someone not enrolled in the class.
"Students can actually really find
items in reference once they know
where it is in the night sky like-the
stars in Orion's Belt," said Elias.

Kappa Rho's Chris Teeter reflects. on his
six years at Boise State University
BY TERRA COPHER
Special

to the Arbiter

He's an artist, Grand Master of
Kappa Rho and now- he's a Boise
State graduate.,
Chris Teeter has attended Boise
State for the last six years. He receives his Bachelor of Fine Arts in'
Il1ustration on May 13. Hi,S quiet
demeanor
and easy-going attitude barely contain his excitement
about being done with school.
"Graduating is like having a big
weight lifted off your shoulders,
A real sense of accomplishment,"
Teeter said.
Along' with being a student at
Boise State, Teeter ran his own
freelance graphic designand illustration business, and was an active
member of the Kappa Rho chapter
of Kappa Sigma.
Teeter started his membership
in Kappa Rho Spring 2004. He has
served as Scholarship Committee
Chairman, Pledge Educator, and
Scribe. Teeter serves as' Grand

Master until Sunday, at which time
the newly elected Grand Master
will take over the position.
He said his involvement in the
fraternity has taught him many life
and work skills, but it has also been
work to keep up with the happen- '
ings of the fraternity and school.
"It's like having a part-time job,"
Teeter said.
'He would spend 10-20 hours a
week, depending on the activities,
helping out the fraternity with various activities and attending meetings.
As a senior at Boise State, Teeter
served as Grand Master of Kappa
Rho. The Grand Master is equivalent to the President in other student organizations.
It's not a position that one can
easily walk into.
"You have to prove yourself,
have good work ethic and management and leadership
skills.
You work your way up the ladder
and get lots of experiences," Teeter
said. "Grand Master is the public

, , Graduating is like having
a big weight lifted off your
shoulders, a real sense of
accomplishment.
"
face of the chapter. You report on
the fraternity to the public and the
university. You're also in-charge of
running meetings."
As part of the art department,
Teeter took place in a senior portfolio show, where he and other
students create a budget, handle
all the promotions, and ultimately
sell their work to clients who come
to the show.
"We take our best work in college and fine tune it," Teeter said.
"Then mount it on the wall and
come up with our own trademark
to sell ourselves." The show was

It's not too late to

help last Friday and brought 300 to
400 people from around the community.
Teeter has always been interested in graphic design and illustration. His family owns a graphic
design company and Teeter has
worked for them most of his life.
"I chose)llustration
to compliment my experience' with a degree," Teeter said.
Now that he's a graduate, Teeter
is going to stay in the Boise area for
another six to eight months, before
-deciding if he wants to go anywhere else.

GET A-HEAD
THIS SUMMER!

Legos getting a bit boring?
apy, physician assistant, medical
ues to grow, but the fastest growth
portant resource for employers, and
Have the time and money to do what you really love this summerl
science
research
and
postsecondary
not just local employers. We had a rates are in the Magic Valley and
Work full or part time performing welcomed rock chip repairs
teaching.
Idaho Falls-Rexburg."
[from page 1]
number of employers come here
We are looking for 15 students so get your friends and call now
Some
of
the
slowest
growing
jobs
According to Holley, the fastest
from outside the area, Furthermore,
are mining and geological engineergrowing
occupations
are
in
network
Get Paid $20 - $40 an Hour
there are job opportunities across
ing, mathematicians,
vocational
with the Career Center.
systems and data communications,
the board. There are still 'hot' areas
"This follows an immensely suceducation
teaching,
computer
procomputer
software engineering,
~.1TRIN!!iIC
Call Now!! Alan.~ 2~8.283.5545
like construction management, encessful Career Fair in March attendgramming and credit analysis.
physical therapy, occupational ther""-,,'os
www.tnnslcglass.com
gineering,
accounting
and
health
ed by 119 employing organizations,"
care,
but
there
are
excellent
opporsaid Rapp. "Employer interest extunities for students majoring in
ceeded the available facilities and
other areas. We haven't seen that in
we had to turn away about a dozen
the last four or five years. Boise State
[recruiters] who were interested in
is putting quality graduates in the
attending.
"Also, what is really exciting to us, workplace and students from all diswe still had employers doing follow- ciplines are benefiting."
Don Holley, a Boise State economup interviews with our students 21/2
ics professor, also sees ample job opdays after the Career Fair. They were
portunities for the Class of '06. "The
using every facility we had available
strong job market for BSU graduates
for interview space."
is a reflection of the strong national
The statistics from the Career
market and a strong regional marYou don't n~ed summer school math
Center come on the heels of the latest employment figures from the U.S. ket," he said.
to figure out which is a better deal.
"The national market has shown
Bureau of Labor Statistics, which
three
to
four
years
of
growth'
but
.
said that Idaho was the third fastest
BSU Summer Student Bus Pass
there are signs that the national
purchase passes at:
groWing state in the nation in terms
3
months -June 1 through August 31
economy
is
slowing.
As
strong
as
of the annual percentage change in
BSU parking office
the U.S. economy looks right now,
the state's employment from March
Only $36
there
is
a
good
chance
that
it
will
2005 to March 2006 with an increase
for moreJnformation:
of 4.9 percent. According to the re- be not be as strong a year from now ..•
ValleyRide has service to BSUfrom
The regional economy - both in the
port; only Nevada and Arizona fared
www.valleyride.org
Caldwell, Nampa, Meridian and Bois~.
Intermountain West and' in Idaho
better than Idaho in job growth.
_ is one ofthe fastest growing in the
"These numbers. tell me two
things,' said Rapp; "Firstthe.local ' country. While the U.S.. economy
Valley Re..9.·.
~ol _ . __
.•....' ..... '. ......' .....•.-':.'
may slowin the coming months, we
economy is doing well; .local" emTrQn~:"
<r:
,..,,'"
ployers are \ncreasingtheir
staffs. ":"both the Intermountain West and
IdahO- win probably not slew as
. and are doing some serious hiring.
much. Southwestern Idaho. continSecond, 1J0ise Stateis<lreallyJm~

Economy
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Hey Chic Chick-

Hl!Y ... my name is Jim Wolfe
...
•• and I'm Graduating ...

We are gOing to miss you
around 'here! Your fashion
sense is second only to your
sense of kindness.
Take care Mariana!

•

•
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•

•
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Now its time to get a real Job!
Congratulation,

from your collpagp, at thp Arbiter!
':~~".J;,~\

..:_~I.C)Oking nrtors, the (;eorK1Ll game,
l,J!0 ~lill~
team for Howling Grt:l:II, the
sha
_ _l~s pro~1
rubln-ry hracr-lcts, king Ill'
liprnL"C{)mmg, hly~g;,;autunw
)wing- the worst season,
Halloween fat man, (In't.t.fCh~~mag. SflOO/C huuous,
rnysn-rinus pancakc5,jurydutY.IT\'(·r"f~
Christmas, pkkll's in
poudlt5, numbers 1 and 2 ~~P~l_
super party sucker, vmn
clay (well my day). tasting thi!\tOtt$'v' women's products, the
"1'ra vis" awards, student of lhi~J~[iI~"l>y
tll(lI,ay),
senior inflammation, un·PC hut rhythmic, being a bO\y1rr~'''~
uvoiding homework, fat ami bald bur hk-ediug orange uml
blue, exiting stage righl - SO At\'Y\VAY gcr your damn poker chips out of Ill)' ullin!,

~Toast
THE SERVANT IS FREE

Roast

"ONro\.JhJ~"1'51
L.

Congrats and thanks for the laughs!!!
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CONGRATULA ....
ES

~OI~Bj11ml!11111S
to the Student Union Employees!

EDWARD

B.

RYAN

K.

EARL

M.

DAVID

Brent Delong
Michele Larson
Laniiu Kintch
Carl Zumwalt,
. Ki11lber0' Bicklev
Nic Adams
Kristi H5'alt
Rvan Porter
Nikki Eikeness- ~Visc
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We here at Campus Recreation want to congratulat'e the students
who have given so much to us, and the patrons we serve.

We wish them the best of luck!
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MAYBERRY

WOODS

Congratulations!

10 the 2006 Graduales!
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Lewis jensen

james Portis

Ben Davidson

josh Kennedy
Reuben Shela
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Molly'Edminster

jenaleigh Kiebert
Heidi Stahlberg
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Izaak Hale

jill Mendf;!nhall
Lora Thompson
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James R. "Rusty" Bang, Political. Science, Distinguished Honors
Kendall Burgemeister, Economics, Distinguished Honors
Lisa Ann Burns, Political Science.lnterliational Relations Emphasis, Distinguished Honors
Victorie Dawn Catlin, Communication Training and Development, Distinguished Honors
Bethany Cloepfil, Biology, ZfJOlogy Emphasis, Distinguished Honors
Jennifer Lee Edwards~ Human Rights Studies, Intt'rdisciplinary. Distinguished Honors
Kara Ann Fink, International Bllsiness. Distinguished HOllOrs, Winter 2005
Olivia'Anne Umphrey, History. Regional, Distinguished'Honors
Robert J. Green, Philosophy & Political Science, Distinguished Honors
Autum Jade Heath-Simpson, Psychology, Distinguished Honors
KamalaJ. Jonas, Political Science, Distinguished Honors
Lee Pak Leung, Jefferson, Social Work, Distinguished HOIlOrs
Kimberly A. Markowski, Psychology, Distinguished Honors, Winter 2005
Jesse R. Menlove, Political Science,. Distinguished HOllars
Seth Merritt, Nursing. Distinguished Honors
Kasey Layne Reed, History, Ancient European, Distinguished Honors
Cheryl Ann Shrader, Criminal Justice. Distinguished Honors
.
Eric Paul Smith, Mathematics, Secondary Education, Distinguished Honors
Christy Lynn Zenner, Psychology, Distinguisbed Honors
Julie Marie Crow, Psychology, Honors
. Trevor E. Jack, Mathematics. Honors
{Amy Elizabeth Yvonne Manley, Computer Scie'nce, Honors

The Department of Public Policy and Administration'
congratulates the following students who have earned
their Master of Public Administration degree.

.-

because opportunity
is always around the corner..
At Wells Fargo, we have a long history of innovative thinking in financial services.
And while our heritage is impressive, none of it would have been possible without the
, dedication and support of our team members. If you're looking for a career at one of
the nation's most respected and. admired financial institutions, then look no further.

PHONE BANKER
Our Phone Banker position is a great way to get your career started! While delivering
person-to-person service, YQUwill profile customers to identify which additional products
and services meet their financial needs. With emphasis on building relationships, Phone
Bankers answer questions and make financial recommendations while overcoming
objections. You will be relied on to successfully meet departmental expectations in sales,
service quality and efficiency.

, Job Requirements:

'
Successfuk:.,fanClidateswill be self-starters and customer service oriented, in addition to
possessing ';;ff~Ctivelistening and verbal communication skills. We are seeking individuals
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to customers. Customer service-and sales experience are preferred; Call center and/or
banking'experience are a.plus. Must be proficient in \Y/indows.
Salary: $11.25/hr-$12.50Ihr DOE
Schedule: Full-time, 40 hours
Benefits Package:
OUf team member benefits package includes:
• Medical, Dental; Vision and Life Insurance options
• Paid Time Off
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Retirement Plans; 401(k) and Cash Balance Plan
Wells Fargo team members enjoy our outstanding benefits package, an inclusive work
environment, professionald~velopment opportunities, the power to achieve personal
financial success, and a unique corporate culture that strives to make life more
rewarding, both inside and outside of work.

Run with a leader-Run with us.
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"EDITOR: DrewMayas
(1ettsrs@arbltaronline.cam)

inion
Faculty Senate fails
ministrative staff that BSU is still a nontraditional, lower to middle-class institution.
What the university helps produce are
the future middle-men and women that
will one day manage and operate the influx of technological corporations and
businesses that are appearing steadily on
the horizon.
So, it would make sense then that those
students that put in the time should be
hurt the least.
But, that doesn't appear to be the case
anymore. Professors will be able to calculate without affliction or concern of
a student's knowledge gain and performance unmercifully.
And the student, whose academic career hangs in the balance between an A
and B, will now worry beyond measure
on both counts. It certainly is an agonizing situation for our Faculty Senate.
Do they listen to the woes of the student body, or ignore them altogether and
implement a grading system that actually
does more damage to the student population with the higher grade point averages, a no At system for example?
You be the judge. It's your school and
your GPA. But don't take my word for it,
just ask these guys. Oh, and let us also
remind the Student Affairs Office that
merely changing the recipients name
and re-posting a ready-made response
over and over again does not count aseffective leadership.
So please, feel free to contact our
Faculty Senate, and let them know what
you think about their decision to completely ignore the wishes of most students
on this new grading system.

BY BRIAN HOLMES
Opinion

Writer

It's good to be the king or a duke, or
earl. Basically, anyone who doesn't really
have to care or listen to the dissent of the
people that helps keep them in their elevated positions.
Apparently, the Faculty Senate here at
Boise State University already know this.
Just ask the Provost and Vice President
for Student Affairs SoI1aAndrews.
When the student body was polled on
their opinions of the new and powerful
and terribly trite grading system, a whopping 79 percent opted against it.
But, much like any authority member who knows and carelessly ,imposes
the limits of tolerance, the student body
concerns were simply brushed aside like
gnats and the whole lot went about their
business once again chopping heads.
When bumper stickers have more logic
and compassion, it's time for a change.
The argument for the plus/minus grad'ing system is a stale one.
Those that are for it, argue that borderline grades may not make much difference in the long run anyway and that the
difference lies chiefly with the individual
student's initiative.
That has always gone without saying.
A good student with minor outside commitments will always be a good student
and work hard to prove that.
But, what happens to those students
that work forty-plus hours a week and
who have families and other larger outside commitments? They could be removed from the university. How noble.
But.ito be sure, let us remind the '.1(\"
ad-, (...;~f',~:1>f\l,) ."'ql,t.>
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Cheryl Jorcyk cjorcyk@boisestate.edu
Douglas Bullock dbullock@boisestateedu
Jeff Peloquin jeffreypeloquin@boisestateedu
Joanne Klein jklein@boisestate.edu
Bob McCarl bmccarl@boisestate,edu
Oh, and just in case you're onllne'nnd want
is all those addresses again side by side.
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That this is the year!
learned how to kiss'ass.

, Mike Deleon Guerrero
Criminal Justice
\.

re

and paste these all Into one neat email, he re

Tina Woodwrath
Communications

HOWARD

Guest Opinion

gpfautsch@bolsestate.edu, dsaunders@bolsestate,edu, gwynn@bnlseslllte.edu. rbaker@bolscst8te.
edu, gblack@bolsestale:edu, novakes@bolsealatG.edu, BarbaraGla,ckln@bolsestate.edu, CherylFrank
lin@bolsestate.edu" dhaws@bolsestatc,edu,' kllrkendatl@botsestate.edu.'dhattman@bolsestate.edu,
Idurham@boisestate.edu, nrana@bolsestate.edu, atoves@bolaestate.cdu/ pgerhl;e@bo\sestale.edu.
, Irosenko@bolsc,tote,cdu, clcrcyk@bolscstate.edu" dhullock@botses!ate.edu, jeflreypeloquln@botse,tole,
edu, Ikleln@bolsest.te.edu, bmcc.r1@bolse,t.te.edu
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I'll remeniberghost
hunting in the Comm.
building. ~

I'1I,neverforget Illy first
weekend of collegeparties
anda whole lot of frat boys.

10 copy

intelligent
discussion
. BY WOODY

Report card
Glenn Pfautsch gpfautsch@boisestate.edu
David Saunders dsaunders@boisestate,edu
Geneva Wynn gwynn@boisestate.edu
Richard Baker rbaker@boisestate.edu
Geoffrey Black gblack@hoisestateedu
Shawn Novak nO\lakes@boisestate.edl,l
Barbara Glackin BarbaraGlackin@boisestate.edu
Cheryl Franklin CheryIFranklin@boisestate.edu
David Haws dhaws@boisestate.edu
K. Kirkendall kkirkendall@boisestateedu
Dee Hartman dhartman@boisestate,edu
Leslie Durham Idurham@boisestateedu
Nader Rafla nrafla@boisestateedu
Sarah Toevs stoves@boisestateedu
Pamela Gerhkepgerhke@boisestate,edu
Leslie Rosenkoetter Irosenko@boisestate.edu

A call for

'
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Jacob Good's argument in the May 4 issue of The
Arbiter is true, except for one thing ... there is a limit
on free speech when it goes beyond the realm of reason; not only offending, but also endangering others
or making them believe they are endangered particularly in a public setting such as a job or school. I invite
everyone to speak to some of the immigrant populat,j()non our campus. Several of them have expressed
feelings not of disagreement, but rather fear for their
safety,
This oversteps the bounds of free speech. It means
Mr. Sawmiller's recent article held no value to any
conversation because those words extended into the
realm of irrationality; creating a public, hostile enviromnent. Most certainly words can harm and it is generally held that hateful speech against an individual
(such as burning a cross on an individual's lawn) is not
protected as it shows intent against the individual.
I quote Michael Curtis, Professor at Wake Forest
Law School, in that, "Atwork, Title VII protects people
against a hostile environment -- so signs or buttons at
work that say "women out", "blacks out", etc. would not
be protected. Here, generally, at least public schools
could ban offensive racial, religious, and similar epithets -- at school."
Directed hate speech is not protected under Free
Speech laws or when it creates a hostile public environment. Mr. Sawmiller's article made people feel personally and physically threatened which incidentally,
per the application of the previous statement, is a violation of the Student Code of Conduct at Boise State.
On the Boise State Campus this is really not a
constitutional question; this is a Student Code of
Conduct question. People like Mr. Brandon Stoker, Mr.
Jonathan Sawmiller, Mr. Isaac Moffet, and it seems Mr.
Jacob Good, misuse the Bill of Rights and othergreat
American documents as justification for some oftheir
comments and their ability to make them:
They have the right to speak freely in generalizations without attacking an individual or creating a .
hostile environment, b~t this does not mean they do
not misuse these important documents to cloud issues
and justify hateful speech. They are creating a hostile
environment on this campus and imp~(iing the ability of some students to feel safe. These actions not only
violate the Student Cod~ of Conduct, but they violate a
founding American principle which applies to everyone ... life, liberty, and the pursuit ofhappi1'less.
I say let's start anew. I invite Mr. Stoker, Mr.
Sawmiller, Mr. Moffet, Mr. Good, and others to engage
in intelligent, productive discussion--and let's leave
the name calling at home.
I am the President of the student organization,
BGLAD (Bisexuals, Gays, and Lesbians Allied for
Diversity). However, when I write these letters and
opinions they are my thoughts and opinions, and are
never approved by BGLADor any other group, board,
counsel, or committee on which I sit. The Arbiter has
gotten into the habit of signing my name as President
of BGLAD,even when I ask them not too. Though this
information is accurate it can falsely indicate that my
comments are condoned by that organization.
Woody Howard is a Boise State student and President
ofBisexuals, Gays, and Lesbians Allied for Diversity .

Edltors.Note: When The Arbiter receives a guest
opinion, ins our policy to include theauthor'saf~
ftllatlon with· Boise.,State for our readers. 'Guest
Opinions are classified as ariythfngiJiorethan 300., ..
words and not wrltten by a staffIDembedbe policy .
. oUhe edltodal page canbe fOWldln evel'ylssue un. der;'yollshoul!i know: WhereitalSO states. thottbe
.oplni~nseipressed
by the. autho~do nofrepresent'
.anY llrganlza~~n $eauthotmay~e affillatecl,wlth,
unless It is dlrectIystated thilt theauthor'sllltent Is,
to Speakfor his or her Organization pr group. .. .
'.'

should

now

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state, and major (if applicable).
All sub'missions are subject to editing. Both
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New video game release
The Outfit

•

Fo"Xbox360

own
and from
as smoking
:and writing,"
'story when I

Ever walk into a party and not be
sure whether the wild and crazy
you or the quiet wallflower you is
going to show up? If so, "The Outfit"
understands
and would like to be
your friend. The IO,OOIst World
War II game to arrive in the last five
years has, by virtue either of design
or complete indecision, managed to
carve itself a unique niche that's a
little "(insert favorite WWII shooter
here)" and a little "(insert favorite
PC WWII strategy game here)."
Whether
you like your guns,
bombs, or brains a-blazin',
the
wealth of toys at your disposal not to mention the many useful/
strange vehicles littered about the
warzone, and an array of squad
commands with which to lead your
fellow troops - means you can play
"The Outfit" in whatever manner
suits you best. Call in some human
reinforcements
(two-player co-op,
online play with up to eight players,
and many dozens of A.I.-controlled
squad mates) and the experience
deepens even further.
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According to his publicist, Dame
Edna Everage's alter ego, Barry
Humphries,
punched aphotographer who chased him outside an

Aussle restaurant.
The 72-year-old Australian actor,
who portrays the dynamic purplehaired dame with oversized rhinestone eyeglasses, struck celebrity
photographer
Malcolm Ladd, 54,
said publicist Suzie Howie.
"But at least he didn't throw a
phone," added Howie, referring to
fellow' Aussie Russell Crowe, who
pleaded guilty last year to throwlng a phone at a New York hotel
receptionist.
Humphries
got annoyed when Ladd followed him,
from Dee Bee's Cafe in Sydney's exclusive Double Bay, where the actor
lunched Wednesday with musical
director Andrew Ross, Howie said.
The photog said that Humphries
punched his face as he tried to take
a close shot outside the restaurant.
"It knocked my glasses off," he
said, a trifle admiringly, "It was a
good punch. It still hurts."
Police said they have not received
a complaint about the incident.

Chuck No~
karate c
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uck hi
up."
Grizzley says he's aware of the
Chuck jokes - and they're not all
that far off. Apparently Chuck's proficiency in Korean martial arts and
other Chuck fu is such that during
a staged fight you can literally feel
the air move when his fist - or foot
. passes millimeters
from your
face. As a stuntman,
you do your
part and, for the rest, it's a matter of
"in Chuck you trust." Don't forget,
J'
Chuck's the genuine article.
From Grizzley you learn that
&
Chuck's brother' Aaron lives in
~"'"
ph eFlower Mound, Texas, and that
$
nomen an
Chuck's got a ranch nearby.
of Chuck Norris
Armed with this background,
jokes,
which
has
it's time to take a stab at finding
caught on with students
Chuck.
mostly boys - ranging
You start off bright and early the
from middle school to colnext day, looking for Chuck Norris'
lege. A college student in Rhode
publicist. At this point, you know
Island is credited, with starting
you don't have anything particuthe craze last summer. Since then,
larlyoriginal to ask Chuck.
Norris has reached major online
Hey, you think this is cool or
stud status because of the nerdy
what?
braggadocio
about the physical,
You'll just have to hope that
intellectual,
and sometimes
sexChuck's as nice as everyone says
ual prowess 'of the man who was
and that he'll patiently answer that
"Walker, Texas Ranger."
yet again.
Example: "Chuck Norris can slam
A quick Internet search brings
revolving doors."
Or: "Chuck Norris doesn't do . up other stories written about the
subject, and you learn that Chuck's
push-ups.
He pushes the Earth
publicistis a guy named JeffDuclos.
down."
You also notice that most ofthe stoOr Chuck's personal
favorite:
ries contain quotes. from Duclos
"They once tried to carve Chuck
and not Norris, or Duclos-saidNorris' face into Mount Rushmore,
Norrls-sald-quotes.
but
the -.granite
wasn't
hard
"Yes, that's me," Duclosanswers
enough:
politely, when you cold-call. him
In the quest to find Norris" you
based on a Web search and ask hlni
head to Dallas/Fort Worth Airport
if this is the Jeff Ducloswhore~~
to find Bill Reed.
By day, Reed maybe an airport . resents Chuck Norris. You Inform
Duclos right 'off that you're prob~,
screener - .but among fellow stuntblythe900threporterwhowantsto
men he's "Grizzley" 'and, yep, he's
ask questions about Chuck Norris
tough as ,a bear. The stunt wOrk he
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"Pulling" exercises are a great
strengthener
for the upper and
middle back, rear deltoids, and bi-

_Compiled from Knight Ridder
,',
'"",Tribilnewireserukes '

n bent pretty
rfully.)
tell you: "When
, it's you who messed
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Sculpt, shape your back;
help posture

modify this exercise.

e

lzzle

HEALTH AND BEAUTY TIP:

ceps.
It's generally
performed
usIng a Smith machine or on a rack
supporting
an Olympic bar. With
the bar set at about waist height,
position yourself under the bar.
Grasp the bar with. an underhand
or overhand grip with your hands
slightly wider than your shoulders.
Walk your feet out until your body
is completely extended with your
heels against the floor. With your
chest square with the bar, allow
your body to hang with your arms
extended. With your abs tight and
your body straight, bend your elbows and pull your chest up to the
bar, 'keeping
your body aligned.
Then slowly lower and repeat for as
many properly executed reps as you
can, perform. Beginners tip: Walk
your feet in and bend your knees to

gone from TV
unch lines

~S

BY BRYON OKADA
Knight Ridder Tribune
You're standing in the security
lines outside Gate 21 in Terminal C.
_ The ultimate
goal is', to reach
Chuck Norris to discussthe.lnternet

got on "Walker, Texas Ranger" he
got because he can tak~ it ("What'

jokes, arid hei:~~cldes.Jtl1ashit
been lJuite th~deluge
of lntervi#,

requests that you expect,
"It wouldn't be necessarily daiIy, it would be weekly," he says.
"It's definitely a phenomenon.
He
doesn't mind it. It's all very f1attering. And some are laugh-out-Ioud
funny."
Nice guy, Jeff, He politely says
Chuck is busy this week. Out of
town. Publicizing something called
the World Combat League. But send
an e-mail.
So you e-mail over a few quick
questions and your phone number
- and cross your fingers.
You dream of Chuck's call: "Hi,
this is Chuck Norris. I heard you
wanted to talk about me being an
online icon ..." He tells you he's
not a real computer guy, more of
an outdoorsman.
You know, more
"Walker"like (This you're guessing,
based on other stories where Chuck
talks about the jokes).
The call never comes.
Now you look for Ian Spector,
credited
with initiating
online
Chuck humor, by starting at his
Website (www.4q.cc).Ashort
biographical page says a guy going by
the alias Toad King runs the day-today Chuck operation, but you still
e-mail Ian because the page describes him as the "head honcho."
His site started as a homage to the
actorVin Diesel. Only after a public
pollwas taken did Chuck Norris become the focus ofthe site.
The rest of the phenomenon
seems to be mostly about people
copying from the site, then copying the copies, and e-mailing the
copies, and so on and so forth.
Thousands of times. Millions maybe. Who knowst
Legends, like tall tales, are stoties everybody knows but nobody
krtows where theycameJrom.
Like the publicist, "he tells you
. that about a dozen reporters have
il1terv!ewedhlm aboutthesite
..
. . .'
'. .

" .

See Norris

BEKKER

Culture Columnist

,..

[page 11]

College life is a many splendid
thing, For me, I had the privilege of
taking some very interesting (and ,
some not so Interesting)
courses
that taught me everything
from
Dadaism to conflict management. '
I even got to write for a newspaper and dictate to th1l masses what
the heck they should be wearing.
College was fun - long - but fun,
Now I have to bid it adieu because
as of Saturday, 1will be officially a
college graduate. That's right ladies
and gentlemen, this chic chick is
going out Into the real world ...with
style.
The greatest thing about finishing school Is never having to worry
about it again. No more papers, no
more exams, no more presentations: But I will miss it, especially
when I am desperately looking for
a cool public relations job in the
fashion industry (hit me up with
any leads). 1will reminisce back to
the days when this column was my
bread and butter - not to mention
one of my passions.
You see, when I became the culture editor for this paper, one of
the job requirements
was a weekly
column. Immediately the idea of a
fashion column popped in my head,
and 1have been typing fashion dos
and don'ts since then.
I have commented
on pretty
much everything that has anything
to do with fashion and it's been a
blast. My very first column - and,
one I will never forget because it involves a pet peeve of mine - was on
people wearing socks with sandals.
While I made a pretty darn good
argument
the first go 'round for'
why people should never ever commit such a crime against fashion,
the awful socks with sandals no-no
still occurs on a common basis.
Therefore I am using my last column - my last breath as a fashionista - to remind people that wearing
socks with sandals is always a fashion miss ... no matter what.
I know the weather is nice and
it's time to whip out the cute open
toed sandals. But if you do, fight the
temptation and leave the socks in
the drawer.
I still don't know what runs
through someone's head when they
- make the decision to put on socks
and then proceed to put on sandals. Seriously, does that really look
like a good combination to you? Do
you look at yourself in the mirror
and think, "Damn, I look good with
these socks and sandals"?
I just don't get it and probably
never will.
So do me a favor and grant me
one last wish before I turn in my
book bag' for a briefcase and my
textbooks for data reports (or whatever the heck people in the real
world carry to work) never ever ever
wear socks with sandals. Ever.
Not only will you be making me
happy, you will be' looking way
better, Maybe that hottiein
your
Csmm 101 class will notice just
how stylish you are and ask you out
on a date. Maybe that one datewill
turn into this amazing relationship
where wedding bells chime and babies'feet pitter-patter.
You'll have me and my advice to
thank for your happy life without
the socks/sandals
combination,
lind lwillknowfilyefforts
were not

tnvaln,
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'. Oh, and .thatbelf iiJigingYou'Il
hear::it'sjusta
~h.icChicke~~nl~
herW1ngs",'
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i'Arnerican· DrealTlz'gives
an escape from the
stresses of finals week
BY LINDSEY

PARKER

Culture Writer
Itis now finals week and no doubt
. everyone is ready to start summer
vacation.
,. An almost perfect solution to the
stresses of this week is an outing to
Edward's Cinema.
Although the cost of watching a
movie is more money than many
people earn after an hour of work,
:It least this week Edwards is offering a sold selection.
In that spirit, it's off to the cinema for a stress relieving comedic
romp. "American Dreamz," previously screen-tested at Boise State
University this spring, is just that
film.
"American Dreamz" is directed
by Paul Weitz, who also directWith a star-filled cast, 'American Dreamz' breaths humor Into pop culture, mocking
ed "About a Boy" and "In Good
Company."
'American Idol' and serving up political satire that even a president could understand.
The film has large, impressive
cast, moving the film along and
seamlessly transitioning from one
tant on "American Dreamz," and
This information sends Staton
all the' more believable as Simon
frame to another.
girlfriend of Chris Klein who plays
into
a
deep
secluded
depression.
, Cowell anmnd perhaps even cuter.
In the film, "American Drearnz"
.William Williams.
.He even has to take "happy pills."
Dennis Quaid plays thehysteriis a reality show very sfmilar to toSam Golzari plays Orner Obeidi
Willem Defoe plays Dennis
cal role of President Staton (a.k.a.
day's "American Idol."
suicide
Quaid's Dick Cheney-ish Chief of a fellow contestant/fake
George W. Bush).
On the show, unknown singers
terrorist on a mission to reach the
Staff.
•
President Staton is so out of touch
audition for airtime in front of the
final round of "American Drearnz"
In an attempt to bring Staton out
with the American
population
entire country in hopes'of making
and assassinate President Staton
of his depression, Defoe arranges
at large he doesn't even read the
it to the top of t he pop charts.
who is judging "American Drearnz,"
for him to star as a guest judge on
morning newspaper.
Hugh Grant plays' host Martin
Golzari's cast as Orner Obeidi is ex"American Drearnz."
After President Staton's second
'l\veed. Grant predictably acts like
cellent. He's hilarious.
Contestants
on
"American
inauguration, he reads the newspaa sleaze. A friend says of his cliche
Overall, "American Dreamz" is
Drearnz" are various and include
, per for the first time in years.
type character roles, "He does it so
not a life-changing movie, but it is a
Mandy Moore.
Upon reading, he becomes very
well."
good distraction from finals week.
Moore is Sally Ken?oo a centesdisturbed by current world trends.
Grant's British accent makes him
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Not all sequels stink
Shakira CD delivers a sultry 1Il!~of tunes
•

BY FRANCY MARCOTTE

her 2005 Spanish
CD "Fijacion Oral,
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Most movie sequels aren't worth
wasting time over. Let's face it,
there's nothing worse than a sequel
to ruin the reputation of a perfectly
good film.
However, that doesn't seem to
be the case for CDs, or at least for
Shakira. The bilingual music artist
has released "Oral Fixation, Vol. 2,"
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been
shaking
up
';' ..... .
pop music for a de\i'."
cade, beginning with
her first album "Pies
Descalzos" in 1996. She
. was brought into the
American mainstream
in 2001 with her hit CD
\'-;
"Laundry Service."
"Oral Fixation,

o
o

.

the follow-up album to

Vol. 2"

~

'~'<-;

is Shakira's second CD
in English after "Laundry
Service,"
"Oral Fixation, Vol. 2"
provides an eclectic mix of
songs with several guest artistsincludingCarlosSantana,
Wyclef Jean, Gustavo Cerati,
and Alejandro Sanzo
Each track also differs in terms
of musical style, ranging from pop,
rock, dance, and salsa.
While tracks like the single "Hips
Don't Lie" and "Animal City" will
get the listener up and dancing, the
CD also offers songs that tackle religious, political, and gender issues,
such as in "How Do You Do?" and
the dance mix "Timor."

Here is
a lyrics sample from
"Timor," where Shakira sings about
the issue of genocide:
"It's alright, it's alright/For our
flag, we die or kill/As long as we
don't know/We'd do it just to pay
their bills/Let's keep tanning while
it's sunny/They'll risk our hides to
make their money/Now don't you
find that funny,"
But not all the songs are politically charged. Shakira also manages

',r,·.'::.-

to sneak a few love songs
into the album. One example, "Your Embrace,"
tells oflove and loss:
"Hope it isn't to late to
say I love you/Hope it
isn't too late to say/That
without you this place/
Looks like London, it
rains everyday/Don't
you know it babe,
- I'm only half a body/
Without your embrace."
Shakira
also
smoothly juxtaposes Spanish lyrics
with English ones
such as in "Hips
Don't Lie" and "La
Tortura,'
Exotic
and stimulating, these tracks allow Shakira to introduce aspects of
her native culture to listeners.
• The album cover contains lyrics
to all 13 tracks, which proves helpful if you like to sing your little heart
out along with Shakira.
A little bit personal, a little bit political, Shakira's "Oral Fixation, Vol.
2" is worth buying to appreciate diverse styles of music and lyrics, or
to merely get your groove on.

Worst blind date ever
Why I wish I really had been blind ...and deaf...and ...and
BY HADLEY

RUSH

Culture Writer

Hah.
I decided to meet the blindee at

the restaurant of choice. After all,
I didn't want a stranger to know
I got an email from an old friend,
where I live and randomly show up
and sorority sister who told me she'd
some night strumming armature
met someone I would adore, and
guitar lyrics to me from beneath
valiantly referred to herself as the
my upstairs window. (And yes it has
"queen of matchmaking,"
claimhappened before.)
ing she'd sentmany happy couples
I arrived about 10 minutes early
along the road of together-forevand waited in the bar area. My goal
· er-ness. She then begged me with
was to get a good, strong liquor coatsugar coated exclamation points
ing before he showed. Besides, I
and those tiny colon/parentheses
reasoned as I slurped down my secsmiley faces I can't bring myself to
resist, to meet the guy- promising . and martini, alcohol always shows
one's true colors. And though I'm
· on her life that I would fall madly
color blind, I reasoned further, I see
for him. I wrote back: "Why the hell
myself as sort of a vibrant-bubblenot." After all, I'm recently single
gum-pink. And. there's no better
and on the prowl. Or at least, up for
time than a first date to let one's
a free dinner.
.
pink hang out. Hm, That came out
Now, people are typically under
.
the false pretense that a bUnd date - wrong.
When our eyes met in the lounge
always equals a bad date. I'set out
area it wasn't the fireworks one
on ,my mission; ina black tube top
would expect from a blind date.
and spike; kitten heels, determined
(Sarcasm] No. it was the prompt
to. disprove this fallacy and potenand
sick feeling of possible.' good
· ,ti~YlJleet Mr;\VollderfuL· .

date dissipating. A feeling I know all
too well. The feeling of hopes shattering- the way I wanted to shatter my sorority sister, the feeling
of "I wonder if 1 can get to the exit
without being detected," (Which is
incidentally, quite hard to do when
one's a 5'6 blonde decked out to the
nlnes.)
Perhaps it's the moment he
grabbed my 36 C from acrossthe
table that I felt our evening come to
a swift end, or maybe it was when
he told me he "honked" all his dates
that way.
Regardless, I haven't given up
on love- yet. Even after the seemingly unending experiences like
the aforementioned I keep encountering.
.
'.
After all, it's "love at first sight"
for which we all seem to be searching, not "love at first but-he-hasa-really-terrlftc-perscnahty" .'And
with that, I decidedas I adjusted my
glasses, I'm finished with unSightly, blind dates for the time !:Ieing.
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Norris
[from page 9]
"I try to keep schoolwork first,·
he says. From his Brown University
dorm room in Rhode Island, Ian
works on the Chuck Norris joke Web
site between computer, math and
engineering classes. "I'm in a bit ~f
a funk right now about what I'm going to do, but hopefully it ends up
with med school,"
Ian says he's got nothing for or
,against Chuck. "I met him, and he's
a really nice guy."
No, the site has not made a celebrity out of the 18-year-old from
Long Island, N.Y.He does occasionally wear a T-shirt that proclaims:
"People know who I am on the
'Internet." His friends sometimes
brag. Being "that guy" got him into
exactly one party. '
"Asfar as the site.I expect it to die
off at any minute," he says. "It's up
to the public on that one."
Three weeks go by and nothing.
Then the publicist' e-mails to
say Chuck's back from an out-ofcountry trip. Turns out Chuck will
be holding a one-hour teleconference with college newspapers. The
subject is Chuck's new book, "The
Justice Riders," and Chuck's career
in general. Yep,in addition to movie
star, television actor, martial artist
and Internet tough guy _ he's also a
fiction writer.
Only two people ask questions
about the book during the teleconference.
The students are armed with
their Chuck jokes - and youthful
questions about how it must feel to
be ... superhuman?
"I tell you, it's been quite amazing
to me," Chuck says about the jokes.
He credits Spector as lead jokester.
He says he has e-mails from Iraq
and Afghanistan, from soldiers who
exchange the jokes as they go from
post to post. Good for morale,
He tells the Boogeyrnan joke:
"When the Boogeyman goes to
sleep every night, he checks the
closet for Chuck Norris."
Questions range from "Why is
'Walker' so slow to come to DVD?"
and "Why do you think the Bible
should be taught in school?" to "Are
you the third side ofthe Force?" One
college student asks: "What could I
do to become just like you?"
It's clear that "Walker" is water
~ _'I \

under the bridge. Entertainment
questions center on recent action
films that use wire-work stunts.
(Those are the "Matrix"-esque flying stunts that include hanging
actors/stuntmen
from wires to
make- them seem to defy gravity.)
,Apparently, Chuck and Bruce - that
would be martial arts icon Bruce
Lee - long ago opted far earthly
styles. There will be no Chuck side
ofthe Force, he says.
He is asked about late-night talk
show host Conan O'Brien making jokes out of "Walker" clips. He
is ,asked about training daytime
game-show host Bob Barker • because college kids know about the
"Happy Gilmore" fight scene. He
talks about teaching '70s action
star Steve McQueen, but then has
to explain who he was. Yes,he sang
the "Walker" theme song. No, he
won't sing again. No, he won't do
comedies.
Chuck says expanding
his
KICKSTARTFoundation, a martial
arts program for at-risk children
started in Houston and Dallas, will
be the "last chapter" of his career. "
It's quickly obvious that Chuck
is expected to be all things to all
people. He is savvy enough to play
along.
For more than an hour, he is polite and patient and forges ahead
with a positive message of staying
the course. He does not brush off
anyone's question.
The teleconference becomes a
lovefest and, really, is it any surprise? He is theirs. Chuck' Norris is
the star of Ian Spector's new media
phenomenon.
The phenomenon is identifiable
because they love him and they are
young. Because tlrey are young, we
pay attention.
"How many roundhouse kicks
have you done?" someone asks.
"Thousands," he says,
"Can you roundhouse kick me
through the phone right now?"
"Probably," Chuck says. "Do you
want me to? Yaaaaaahhh!ll"

Chuck Yuks
There is no official list of the "Top
10" Chuck Norris jokes, or facts.
Here are some of "Chuck's favorites:' according to www.chucknorrls.facts.com, one of the many Web
sites dedicated to the legend of
Chuck:

Chuck Norris doesn't read books,
He stares them down until he gets
the information he wants.
There is no theory of evolution.
Just a list of creatures Chuck Norris
has allowed to live.
Outer space exists because It's
afraid to be on the same planet with
Chuck Norris.
Chuck Norris does not sleep. He
waits.
Chuck Norris is currently suing
NBC, claiming "Law & Order" are
trademarked names for his left and
right legs.
Chuck Norris Is the reason why,
Waldo Is hiding.
Chuck Norris is so fast, he can
run around the world and punch
himself in the back of the head.
Chuck Norris doesn't wear a
watch, HE decides what time it is.
Chuck Norris can lead a horse to
water AND make it drink.
Chuck Norris does not get frost.blte, Chuck Norris bites frost.

In the know:
The man behind
the icon
Real Name: Carlos Norris
Age:66 (March 10, 1940)
Birthplace: Ryan, Okla.
Background:
Part-Cherokee,
part-Irish, Norris and his brothers
were raised largely by their mother
in Torrance, Calif. Norris is self-described as shy and introverted. He
described his father as "an alcoholic and a philanderer."
Martial arts': Norris first learned
martial arts in Korea while in the
Air Force. He is the first person
from the Western Hemisphere to
be awarded "Grand Master" status
in tae kwon do, a break with 4,500
years oftradition. He Is also a 10thdegree black belt in tang soo do,
and has a black belt in Brazilian jujitsu. He has opened dozens of'martial arts schools. His KICKSTART
Foundation teaches martial arts to
at-risk students.
Acting: Introduced to Hollywood
by student Steve McQueen, Norris
quickly became a cull hero in action
films then achieved mainstream
success with the TV series "Walker,
Texas Ranger." It premiered in 1993
and ran for nine seasons.
Author: In addition to scripts,he
has previously written his memoirs. "The Justice Riders" is his first
attempt at Western fiction.
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Track andfteld

WAC Championships
Monday-Thursday
Honolulu, Hawaii

Men's tennts

NCAA Championships
May 13
Durham, North Carolina
BY DUSTIN
Sports

[SIDE
LINE]

Men's Basketball

Skiing

Regional Tennis
Selections Announced
Western
Athletic
Conference
champion Boise State University
was one of 64 schools that heard
its name called duringthe
NCAA
Division I Tennis Championships
selection show, May 3.
The Broncos, ranked No. 26 by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association,
will travel to Durham, N.C., to face
North Carolina State in the first
_ round, May 13. The site will also
play host to fourth-seeded Duke.the
regional host school, and Winthrop.
The winners ofthe two matches will
play in the tournament's
second
round, May 14.
"We got a great draw," Head Coach
Greg Patton said. "We are traveling
.all the way across the country, but
,there are some awesome fansdown
there and 1 am looking forward to
playing some great tennis in front
of some great people. We want to go
down there and show the people of
North Carolina what putting on the
Blue and Orange is all about."
The Broncos were awarded an automatic bid when they captured the
WAC Championship, April 23. Boise
, State defeated Fresno State, 4-3, in
the championship match held at the
Appleton Tennis Center.

Rijkenberg and
Axtman qualify for
NCAA Track and Field

Boise State's Zuzana Charvatova finished 14th in the women's
slalom at the NCAA National Championships. Charvatova also
flnished 16th in the giant slalom. Charvatova received an at-large
bid to nationals after finishing 10th in the slalom and 14th in the
giant slalom at the Western Regional Championships.
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Men's tennis

The Broncos fell in the first round of the Western Athletic
Conference tournament to Louisiana Tech and did not compete
, in other post-season play. BSU (14-15). Coby Karl earned the team
MVP and is currently preparing to work out with NBA teams,
though he has said he won't enter the draft.

Women's basketball
The women's basketball team enjoyed its best season since
1999-00, but still finished right at .500 with a 15-15 record.The
These guys are still going. The Broncos beat Fresno 'State
Broncos made a run in the Western Athletic Conference tourna4-3 in the Western Athletic Conference tournament at the
ment before falling in the semifinals to New Mexico State. The finAppleton Tennis Center to receive an automatic bid to the NCAA
ish in the tournament was the team's best since joining the WAC ; Tournament The No. 26 Broncos begin pla)'1n'Durham, Nt,
in 2001.
13 in the first round.
.

May

Men's cross country

Women's 'tennis

The women's tennis team fell to four-time defending Western
The men's team finished fourth in the Western Athletic
Athletic Conference champion Fresno State in the WAC final 4-3.
Conference championship race, which was held at Eagle Island , The women had won 40 consecutive doubles matches going into
, State Park. BSU junior 1)' Axtman led the team with a fifth-place
the final. The team finished the season 22-4, a school record for
finish at the WAC's and a 66th place finish at the regional meet in
most dual wins in school history.
California. The men finished 19th in the Western Regional.

Track and Field
Women's cross country
The women's team also placed fourth at the Western Athletic
Conference meet at Eagle Island, led by Rebecca Guyette's lOthplace finish. Two other runners, Breanna Sande and Kendra
Hernandez, also finished in the Top-20. All three also finished in
the Top-lOO of the Western Regional meet, led by Guyette's 55th
position.

West RegJonals
EUGENE, Oregon -- Wijnand
Rijkenberg and 1)' Axtman qualified for the NCAA West Regionals
on Saturday (May 6) and in the process produced two of the all-time
marks in their respective events, at
the Oregon Twilight track and field
meet at Hayward Field.
Rijkenbergqualified forthe NCAA
West Regional, which will be held
May 26-27 (Friday and Saturday) at
Brigham Young University, with a
time of 3:46.02 in the men's 1,500meter run. Rijkenberg's time ranks
second on Boise State's all-time list
right behind the time 01'3:45.9 set by
Steve Collier in 1978.
Axtman ,advanced to regionals
when he posted a time of 14:04.46
in the men's 5,000-meter run. His
time is the third fastest outdoor
mark in Bronco history behind the
record of 13:51.60 set by Cormac
Smith in 1995, and the second fastest all-time mark of 13:45.44 set by
Forest Braden in 2004.
Braden, who has been hampered
by an injury, finished eighth in the
5,000-meter run Saturday night
with a time of 14:30.16.
In other performances by Bronco
student-athletes on the University
of Oregon
campus,
Jennifer
Donatelli won the women's discus ~th a throw of 147-5 (44.93m).
Eric Matthias placed second in the
men's discus with a throw of 1462 (44.55m), while Mark Welsh and
Brandon Christoffersen
finished
third and fourth in the men's 3,000meter steeplechase with times ,of
9:38.05 and 9:44.04, respectively.
Next up on the Bronco schedule
is the WACChamph>nships()n May
10.13 (Wednesday-SatUrday) at the
University ofHawaii.'
-

ond place at the Western Athletic Conference meet. The team had
a somewhat disappointing meet at the Regional, finishing in sixth
place. The 189.825 at Regionals was one of the lowest scores the
Broncos tallied all season. The Broncos had been scoring in the
194-range earlier in the season.

Football

The track and field teams go to the Western Athletic Conference
Championships May 10-13 in Honolulu. The tournament is the
final opportunity for the Broncos to post marks qualifying them
for the NCAA Regional Meet, beginning May 26 in Provo, Utah.
A great many of the Broncos have already qualified for regionals,
setting school records in the process. The NCAA Championships
are June 7, in Sacramento, Calif.

Volleyball
The Broncos lost to top-seeded Hawaii in the quarterfinals of
the Western Athletic Conference tournament, but did get one win,
downing La Tech in the play-in game. The Broncos finished the
season 8-18 overall and 3-13 in the WAC. Cameron Flunder was
named to the WAC all-tournament team.

Wrestling

The Broncos opened the season with a pair of losses against
powerhouse schools (a pair of wins may have sent the team soaring into the BCS). The team rebounded, winning seven consecutive games. The Western Athletic Conference winning streak ended at Fresno State. The home-winning streak ended with the loss
to Boston College in the MPC Computers Bowl. The Broncos won
the WAC by beating La Tech and watching Frenso crumble. The
,team begins new streaks next season.

Bronco senior Ben Cherrington won the National Championship
at 157 pounds. He was the only Bronco Athlete to win a national
championship in 2005-06. He finished his senior season undefeated (20-0). He won the Western Athletic Conference tournament
and fought his way to the national title. He missed a significant
portion of the season due to injury, but returned with fervor.Tyler
Sherfey, Casey Phelps, Scott Jorgensen and Andy Patrick each also
earned victories at the NCAA tourament. Sherfey Jorgensen and
Patrick each went 3-2 in the tournament.

Soccer

Men's golf
Graham DeLaet was named Western Athletic Conference Player
of the Year with a seventh-place finish at the tourney, held at the
Crane Creek County Club in Boise. He finished in the Top-10 ofthe
WAC tournament all four years at Boise State. The team finished
in fourth place at the 2006 tourney. IasonWilllams finished tied
for 10th place. The Broncos finished in the Top-5 in seven-of-ll,
tournaments this season. '

Women's golf
Freshman Mandi Hedberg placed fourth at the Western Athletic
Conference championships, setting school records forthird-highest tournament finish and highest single round in school history.
She had led the tournament after two rounds, but fell to fourth in
the final day. Lindsey Hubert finished 14th in the tournament and
Katie Street finished tied for21st.

Gymnastics
The gyIllnastics:team
qualified for the NCAA Regionai
Championshipsfor the 20th consecutive season after taking sec-

The Broncos feU in the first roUJld of the Western Athletic'
"Conference tournamentattheB,OAS'
SOCcer ccimplex.The team
, finished the season ~th al0~~-2record;itssecond~bestmark'in
the progt'llJIl's eight Years of existence. The leam tied the record
COl-wins,ina season ami set 13 school records in 2006; ,
,
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LAPRAY

Columnist

Now it's time to say goodbye from
me to all my friends.
Can you sing along? The tune has
been springing through my head for
weeks, waiting to be aired out. This
week, as the final note rings, I can't
help but feel a little,lost. W~en school
is overbearing and life takes a backseat, what do we do with our time?
I spent my Saturday watching television, including about 10 minutes
of the six hours of Kentucky Derby
coverage. I watched long enough to
find out exactly what time the race
started, then flipped back 29 seconds before they were off. And I did
sit forward in my seat a little and lean
into the curves as those 20 beautiful
'beasts pounded the infield and those
itty-bitty men whipped them toward
a win. But Barbaro! What a piece of
genetic prestige! That horse was so
trim, so built, you could see the muscles detail his shoulders.
I laughed when the NBC reporter
rode out on horseback to get an interview with Prado, tile -jockey (who
;, wa~,f~ally just along for the ride) and
IIlashed back to an H.S.T. article he
wrote for Rolling Stone about the
Derby, but he screwed around and
I'm not sure ifhe even saw the race. I
would love to go, just to go, ya know?
To see the infield and the 112,000plus crowd on-hand to see it live and
in living color, before I die. That is
, No. 37 on the list. I am at No. 23 already, but I have so far to go.
So what's the scene? The Lakers
got obliter ...1 was about to sayobliterated, but I wrote that once in a
high school football write-up and a
mother from the team that lost 78-6
sent me an e-mail with the definition
of obliterated: "to blot out from existence". And the Lakers will be back,
so I'll say they simply got beat. But
they do get to go back to L.A. for the
summer, that's a plus.
The Atlanta Braves are nine games
out of first place in the NL east. Why
should I give a rip? That is the farthest the Braves have been out of first
since 1993! That,my friends.Is consistency. But barring an overhaul,
the Braves won't win the division for
the first time in like 15years or something, the longest such streak of all
time, in any sport.
The last team to win the NL
East, besides the Braves, was the
Pittsburgh
Pirates, when Barry
Bonds won his first MVP, at a trimming 204 pounds. Now Bonds chases
Ruth as a Giant and no one believes
he deserves it.
I'm getting into Frisbee golf, or
frolf? I don't know, either way I like
to throw and catch and run so very
little, so it fits perfect. Plus it's a sport
where you can workout with one-arm
and drink a beer with the other, wonderful.
I guess this is the part of the show
where I tell you all how wonderful
this year was and how excited I am
to be getting the hell out of town
for awhile. And you're supposed to
, sit back and agree, because that is
what the spring semester is all about,
right? It is graduation and preparation for summer escapades. We're
supposed to kick back and slap each
other's back telling each other how
great the year was.
But it wasn't all great. The Raiders
Jost again and again. The Broncos
lost a bowl. The U.S.' is still at war
halfway across the, world.' A .good
friend and an Arbiter Copy Editor,
Micah Sullivan, lost hislife lastfall,
Although we want to picture the
world as an ocean viewand Boise
State as a steppingstone into thatsea,
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Bonds' pursuit of Ruth's homer total
has become pathetic exercise
Bonds said. "Youguys are just slapping me down. I respect you. I forChicago Tribune
give you. I forgive you every day. I
MILWAUKEE-- Babe Ruth, cel- pray for you every day. I really do."
Bonds is used to emotionally
ebrated as the grandest character
in baseball lore, is being chased by distancing himself from the reacan anti-hero whose act has grown tion he incites in others, but still
it has to hurt to have his achievetired and, at' times, pretty much
pathetic. You almost felt sorry for ments minimized. He had to hear
how loudly he was booed when he
Barry Bonds on Wednesday night.
came to the plate and the jeers of
Imagine that.
the fans in the left-field bleachers,
Two home runs away from
matching Ruth's magical 714 total, who alternated between chants of
"Steroids!" and "Bonds on 'roids!"
Bonds came to Miller Park with
Following a bizarre incident dursuch star power that 17,358 paid
their way in to see him. The crowd ing batting practice, Bonds went 0for-4 in the San Francisco Giants'
did not include Commissioner
Bud Selig, whose downtown office, 2-0 victory over the Brewers. The
only reason to suspect perforpractically overlooks the retractmance-enhancing drugs this night
able-roof stadium.
was the height of the enormous
Selig is defined by a passionate
foul pop Bonds hit to Milwaukee
love for the sport he governs, but
catcher Chad Moeller in the ninth
not even a keen sense of history
could make him an eyewitness to inning.
Then again, it wouldn't have
the latest assault by Bonds, who apbeen surprising had the seven-time
pears to have lied when he assured
the commissioner in the spring of National League Most Valuable
Player spent the night in the club2004 that he had not used steroids.
When Selig announced the for- house after getting smacked in the
mation of a committee to report on forehead with a ball during batting
steroid use in baseball over the last practice. He had leaned too close
decade, he stressed no one would to the batting cage and a foul tip
be prejudged. But the fact that he by rookie second baseman Kevin
would not have watched from his Frandsen struck him through the
nylon netting.
box behind the third-base dugout
Bonds fell to the ground, in pain.
speaks volumes about' the comHe still appeared dazed when
missioner's beliefs on the legitimatrainer Stan Conte helped him off
cy of Bonds' 712 home runs,
the field, but he returned later to
Bonds did his best to ignore the
take his hacks and declared himSelig snub, saying he felt neither
disappointed nor insulted. In an self fit to play. It remains to be seen
if he'll be in the lineup Wednesday
end run around logic, he said that
afternoon, when the teams play
when reporters asked about Selig,
again before the Giants travel to
they were really trying to put him,
Philadelphia
for a weekend series.
Bonds, down.
Milwaukee right-hander Dave
"That's .just a slap in my face,
not fair to Major League Baseball," Bush, a finesse artist, controlled

BY PHIL ROGERS

Loo g for excitement after
Gra~uation? SkydiveJorCharity
The mon~g
of May 13, Boise
State
sf,dents
will begin
jumping'tmt
of a plane. Yes,
it's grad(ltion
day. Will these
be Studi.2~ltSthat didn't quite
make tJ1Jgrade and can't take
it anynl:,~e? Heck no, it's all in
the nm,: of fun and charity.
The se(pd
annual Dive for,
DiabejNi skydive fundraiser is
set to
place that Saturdayat Skydown Sport
g in Caldwell, Idaho.
student that signs up
jump, Skydown will
$15 to No Limits, a
n-profit organization
d to promoting,
g, and inspiring an
ealthy lifestyle for all
lth diabetes.
egistration
costs are
on, which includes a
skydive, a raffle ticket,
sic.ii and a barbecue.
is required
immedifor
all
interested
though. A nonre$50 down payment
the event coordinator
to reserve a spot on
of jumpers. A'meetlng
week of the jump to
safety' video WJ.q, to
procedures.
The final
be due at that meet-

ill begin early in the
, to allow many to
te prior to walking at
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evening. The event
will work around
as best as possible.
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Matt
is also the event
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aid, "This is going
f good fun. It's also
t cause. We are
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another
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ravity analyst;'
dive, a raffle
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n is required
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walking at
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e event
around
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'make the grade and can't take
it anymore? Heck no, it's all in
the name offun and charity.
The second annual Dive for
Diabetes skydive fundraiser is
set to take place that Saturdaymorning
at Skydown Sport
Skydiving in Caldwell, Idaho.
For every student that signs up
for the jump, Skydown will
donate $15 to No Limits, a
local non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting,
educating,
and inspiring an
active, healthy lifestyle for all
people with diabetes.
Event registration
costs are
$130
per person, which includes a
tandem skydive, a raffle ticket,
live music,ii and a barbecue.
Action is required
immediately
for
all
interested
students,
though. A nonrefundable $50 down payment
is due to the event coordinator
by May 12 to reserve a spot on
the list of jumpers. A meeting
will be
held the week of the jump to
watch a safety video and to
discuss procedures.
The final
$80 will be due at that meeting.
Jumps will begin early in the
-rnornlng, \o,\illp\X, ,n;lan.Y,to,
participate prior to walking at
graduation, and will continue
into the evening. The event
planners
will work around
schedules as best as possible.
Boise
State
student
Matt
Score, who is also the event
coordinator and 3, member of
No Limits said, "This is going
to be a lot of good fun. It's also,
for a great cause. We are
indeed diving for diabetes:'
Trever
Alters,
another
member
of' No Limits, and
self-dubbed
"gravity' analyst;'
said of theskydive,
a raffle
ticket, live music.ii
and a
barbecue. Action is required
immediately for all interested
students,
though. A nonrefundable $50 down payment
is due to the event coordinator
by May 12 to reserve a spot on
the list of jumpers. A meeting
will be
held the week of the jump to
watch a safety video and to
discuss procedures.
The final
$80 will be due at that meeting.
Jumps will begin early in the
morning,
to allow many to
participate prior to walking at
graduation, and will continue
into the evening. The event
planners
will work around
, schedules as best as possible.
The morning of May 13, Boise
State: students
will begin

English and Bond
join volleyball staff
exchange and on-court coaching.
The 2005 Fordham team want
19-14, marking the program's
Boise State head volleyball
first winning season since 1991.
coach Robin Davis announced
In 2004, English also was a volthe.hiring of Kelle Bond and Doug
English as assistant coaches for unteer assistant coach at Loyola
Marymount (Calif.).
'
the Bronco program. Bond and
From 2001 through, 2004,
English will begin their duties efEnglish coached all age groups
fective immediately.
the San Gabriel Volleyball Club. '
Bond joins Davis after coaching high school and club volley- He coached the girls 18steam that
ball and teaching middle school . finished 15th in the American
Division at Junior Olympic
in Baytown, Texas. She earned
a bachelor's degree in Social Nationals in 2004. Four m'embers
Science at Biola University in La of that squad now play NCAA
Mirada, Calif. She played for Davis Division 1volleyball and two are
in the NCAADivision IIranks.
at Biola, earning all-conference
English received a bachelor's
(1996 and 1997) and All-Western
in Mathematics from Cal State
Region honors (1997) as a middle
blocker. She was also voted an Northridge 'where he was the
NAIA All-American in 1997. She starting Iibero on the perenniset the NAIA national record for ally ranked men's volleyball team
most solo blocks iri a match (11) from 2001 through 2004. He was
an AVCAFirst-Team All-American
in 1997 - a record that still stands
today. She currently holds an AA in 2003. He completed his career
at Cal State Northridge as the
beach volleyball rating.
program's career digs leader as
In Baytown, she coached the
Baytown Christian Academy girls' well as the school record holder
for digs in a match and digs in a
varsity team from 1997 through
season. In 2004, his senior year,
2005 where she tallied a win-loss
high school record of 215-46. Her Cal State Northridge was ranked
prep team was undefeated in dis- as high as fourth nationally and
trict play from 1998through 2005, finished the season with a final
a six-time state finalist and a four- ranking of sixth.
He was also a member of the
time state champion.
2003 World University Games
At the club level, Bond coached
with the Spike Sport Club (1997- training team and the 2004 "Bring
It" USAEuropean Exposure tour.
99), the Bay Club (1999-00), and
Davis is beginning his second
the Unchartered Waters 18s team
month with the Boise State volleythat toured Australia the summer
of 2000. She also served as the di- ball program. He came to Boise
State after most recently serving
rector for the Baytown Christian
as the Association Head Volleyball
Academy summer
volleyball
Coach at Notre Dame. Members
camp.
of the Bronco volleyball team are
English most recently served
preparing for spring semester fias an assistant coach at Fordham
University in the Bronx, New York nals next week. The volleyball
(2005). His duties included re- team will report for preseason
two-a-day practices on August 8.
cruiting, opponent scouting, tape
Courtesy Broncosports

Bonds. He got him to ground out
to first base, fly out to medium left
and then struck him out, firing an
ss-m.p.h. fastball past him. The 0for-4 performance dropped Bonds'
average to .250.
"I (stink) right now," Bonds said.
"That's what I see (looking at video)."
He declined to be more specific. "You don't, have enough tape,
enough time, and you wouldn't
understand it even if I sat here and
tried to explain it," he said.
After pounding home runs at
unprecedented rates from 2001
through '04, injuries to his knees
and left elbow have left him looking mortal. He has four home runs
and 11 RBIs in 56 at-bats this season.
"He's swinging the bat well,"
Giants manager Felipe Alou said.
"He may not be timing it perfectly
like he used to, but his bat speed is
awesome.":
Selig has said MLB will not do
anything to celebrate Bonds' 714th
and 715th home runs because the
record is Henry Aaron's 755; Bonds
could have been bitter about that
position but is trying to take the
high road, perhaps because he
knows he may have to throw himself at Selig's mercy after George
Mitchell's committee and federal
investigators flnlshtheir work.
Alou was left to acknowledge the
special nature of a hitter making
it to the threshold of Ruth's homerun record, which stood from 1935

through 1974, when Aaron broke
it with his historic shot into the
Atlanta bullpen off Al Downing,
"It's important," Alou said. "I'm
70. I grew up with the Babe Ruth
thing, even in the Dominican.
Seven hundred fourteen homers ... '
it lasted so long that it stays (in your
memory)."
Yet there's no joy in this march
on history. Even the guy in the starring role seems like he's not sure he
wants the job anymore.
Asked how he would celebrate,
Bonds shrugged.
"I leave that up to my wife," he
said. "Me, I celebrate. by getting
ready for the next day. That's what .
I have to do."

.-------------------------.

Recycling

at BSU -"Mixed" Paper

Spring just got a little "greener" on Campus!
We want to make you aware-of the two green
recycling dumpsters that are hungryfor your
clean, dry paper productsl
Everyone on
Campus is invited to haul paper to these
containers as an added contribution to the
current program! Use them and watch your
trash'ahrink while everything else grows this
spring! Make a difference. Recycle.
What are the RecyclablQ Papers?
Cardboard (flattened)
Binder Paper
Construction paper
Newspapers
Computer Paper
Brochures
Envelopes (all types)
Junk Mail
Magazines & Catalogs
Fax Paper
Office Paper (any color)
Paper Bags
Frozen Food Boxes
Cereal Boxes
JVhf'rl' cnn you fi1ld these Gree« Cotuainers?
The Heat Plant. at 1830 University Dr., &

The alley behind 1125 Lincoln St.
Questions? 685-7739, or rachele.klein@awln.com

~1'n~,:
Lower color if:'!,higher blis:i,
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Jamba smooth ips and juicns
arc tho tastiest w<Jy to gel your
five servings of fruit each d;ly,

Groat taste and nutrition
couldn't

como in a better

packaqo!
visit us at
7709 W. Overland Rd.
(Next to the Edwards ClrWI11i1)
208.658.1765
'

now blending

at lam!

Dumpster
[from page 12]
we must also remember the hard
times. Just like any sports team, we
American individuals must learn
from the mistakes we make in this
human competition, learn from
those mistakes" translate them into
tools we can use to fight another
day. It is learning from losses that
builds champions, both on the field
and in the classroom. Our world, our
challenges, they are out there waiting. And guess what! You don't have
to tryout to get onto any team. You
don't have to be the best at anything.
You get a free ticket to the game.
It's what you do when fjlced with
those opposing forCes 'that determines your fate; ~

Everything you need to be.d
, I more ti'lutlful you.
DIIlgn Ind mike your own Jewelry.
Wt'littioh you right In the ItOre 10 '
you oln take It homel
20% Discount with Student 1.0.

Need to &ad
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u.s. basketbaHplayersbecome
stars in Iran's professional league
the shots. They rescue the teams,"
Liberty with, like, a skeleton face?"
said Mahin Gorgl, an Iranian jour"Not that one, either,"
Knight Ridder Newspapers
nalist who covers basketball forthe
Carter is no stranger to the
local sports paper Goal.
Islamic world: He's also played In
Gorgi said the American players . Syria and Saudi Arabia. His girlTEHRAN,Iran - The closest thing
delighted Iranian fans with their. friend is of Lebanese descent and
to an American ambassador in Iran
tattoos,
victory dances and shouts
he owns a home In a predominantly
is a 7-foot-2 giant who speaks with
of ·Yeah, baby!" whenever they Arab suburb of Detroit. Still, when
a Caribbean lilt and sheepishly
scored.
his agent floated the idea of playing
admits that he listens to Conway
Yet even with those flourishes,
in Iran, his first thought was "Hell,
Twitty,
no."
Garth Joseph, a New Yorker who attendance lags far behind that
for soccer and wrestling. When
Then he heard the salary, and
was born on the island ofDominica,
the military-sponsored basketball
within weeks he was pounding the
Is by far the most recognizable
teams play, commanders someparquet in Tehran.
player in Iran's national basketball
He and other players sometimes
league. On the court, he towers over times order soldiers to fill the empty
seats.
are
chided for dancing in public or
opponents as a fearsome star who's
Gorgi, who's become friends
chatting up Iranian women, but for
known for his rebounds. On the,
sidelines, he melts into smiles and with several of the players she cov- the-most part, the country's notoers, said she didn't have the heart
rious security apparatus doesn't
hugs for his awestruck young fans.
to translate for her American pals hassle them. One time, however,
Local vsportswnters
dub him
when the soldier-dominated crowd Carter was locked out of his house
"The Ambassador," an apt name
after practice. A 6-foot-9 Africanfor a person who's learning how to at one recent game broke into
chants
warning
the
United
States:
American
man sitting on a Tehran
navigate politics, sports and reli"Nuclear energy is' our absolute
doorstep isn't exactly inconsplcugion in the Islamic Republic.
rightl"
. ous, so it took just minutes for the
"When you play in different
Life in Iran can be jarring for authorities to show up. ,
countries, you lose your nationalAn Iranian officer swung open
ity, your color, yo'!r race," Joseph young American athletes. There
are no bars' or nightclubs, and
the door to a police car and ordered
said one day recently as he listened
guards accompany teams even Carter inside. The American reto reggae in his Tehran apartment.
fused, and slammed the door shut.
"You're just a basketball star. It lets on away games, to make sure that
you talk to people about your val- players don't drink or carouse. The Again, the officer tried to force
restrictions lead "imported" play- Carter into the car and, again, the
ues and your culture without them
ers to create their own vibrant unplayer refused. Just as things were
attacking you right away,"
derworld, which recalls Prohibition
getting ugly, the officer made a
This year, about 20 Americans
move toward Carter.
- a record' number, even as in- days in the United States, with
bootleggers
knocking
on
the
door
"He pulled my hat back and re'ternation,al tensions mount over
to deliver contraband such as alcoalized who I was," Carter said. "He
Iran's nuclear program - dribbled,
hoI and bacon.
was, like 'Johnny! Johnny Car-ter.
dunked and danced before cheerJoseph, who, has three children
Johnny Car-ter! OK,OK,everything
ing Iranian fans, attracted by some
is OK,'''
of the best salaries outside the ,back in New York and who played
college ball at the College of Saint
Clearly, Iranians
like the
National Basketball Association.
Former NBA players such as Rose in Albany, N.Y., spends his American players ..
free time reading Persian history
Azadeh Stadium was packed
Joseph, who briefly played for the
Denver Nuggets and the Toronto and trying to find coconuts, avoca- when the Defense Ministry's Saba
dos and other tropical ingredients
Battery, the team that Joseph
Raptors during the 2000-2001 seafor the island cooking of his childplays for, faced arch rival Peykan
son, can command more than
hood. He tries to take in historical
for the season's championship.
$20,000 a month here, local sports
sites.
'No
Americans played for Peykan,
officials said, though the average
But
not
all
players
share
his
though
the team was the first to reo
player starts at closer to $7,000 or
tastes.
cruit foreign players several years
.so, far below the NBArookie miniJohn Carter, who plays for the
ago. Saba Battery won 119-107.
mum ofjust under $400,000 a year.
Defense Ministry's Sanam team,
,Iranians went crazy in the stands,
The United States and Iran have
had no diplomatic ties f~r nearly 30 spends his time off holed up in a with old men blowing horns and
Tehran apartment stocked with
little boys dancing and stomping
years, and the players are perhaps
Absolut vodka and Phillies Blunt their feet.
the only Americans many Iranians
Joseph barely had tlmeto wipe
'ever will encounter, a reality that' .clgars.Atangle of wires leads to his
Xboxviden-game set, an Internet'
the sweat from his brow and take a
brings them more responsibility.
connection and an iPod that usu- 'Sipof water before young' fans with
than just scoring. Joseph, who came
ally bumps southern hip-hop. Hot cameras rushed him. He stooped to
last October, said he tried to dispel
stereotypes about the United States pizza is just a phone call away,from . pick up a little boy: he struck a muslranian.delivery guys who scream
ole-man pose for a giddy teen. His
among his Iranian teammates,
. coaches and Iranian teammates
while reassuring his worried wife , "Johnny!" each time he calls.
,"Welcome to 'Little America,"
congratulated him with traditional
and children that Iranians weren't
said
Carter,
a .32-ye'ar-old Persian kisses on the cheeks.
all murderous hostage-takers.
After Joseph's team won the
"I have political opinions like ev- Oklahoman who played for Iowa in
college, as he ushered a guest into
league championship last month,
erybody else', but I'm not over here
fighting a political war. I don't pick his apartment. "Salaam, yo, sa- state television clamored for interlaam!"
views, anr I two young women shyly
a side," Joseph said. "We all have
Carter, who never played in the
waited farther back for their chance
our problems, even in America. You
to congratulate Joseph and a Texan
come to realize that nobody's total- , NBA, finds his way around Tehran
by using colorful anti-American
teammate named Andre Pitts.
ly free, not even in a democracy,"
Sixteen teams make up the Super murals as landmarks. One day, he Iman Farzin and Shabna Rahami,
League, Iran's version of the NBA. and his roommate. a player from both 19, lingered around the exit,
North Carolina, tried to remember
hoping to greet the American stars
Wealthy corporations and governthe location of a shopping center.
on their way out.
ment ministries sponsor the teams;
"The one by that big drawing,"
"They make our own teams bettwo of the most successful belong
Carter began.
ter, and it doesn't matter where
to the Defense Ministry. Each team
"With the bullets coming out of they're from," Rahami said.
is allowed two foreign players, and
the American flag?" the roommate
"Our politics and our 'support
coaches prefer Americans.
asked.
for them are separate," Farzin
"They're tall and big and, can
"No, the other one," Carter said.
agreed. "Iranian
people like
catch all the rebounds and make all
"The one with the Statue of American people,"

BY HANNAH

PHOTO COURTESY KNIGHT RIDDER TRIBUNE

Andre Pitt, right, a Texas native, celebrates with an Iranian teammate after their team, Saba
Battery, won the Iranian basketball championship game at Azadeh Stadium in Tehran, Iran in
April, 2006. PUtis among a handful ofAmericans who play professional basketball in Iran.

Now Hiring At All Locations.
461-3740
608 12th Ave. 5.
in Nampa

Free Wireless
Internet
345-0990
1030 Broadway Near BSU

Free Wireless
Internet
322-7401
4348 Chinden

323-0606
6899 Overland
• Boise

SUNDAY MAY 7

WEDNESDAY MAY 10

Chances of Sevel'8 Stress Stonns

Brain Freeze Warning

• 10pm.11:30pm....SUB Table Rock.
Night Owl Breakfast $4 for
students. Free for residence hall.

7:30am ....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
Sponsored by The Bookstore
• 11am· 2pm ....SUB Johnson Ro.
Free Massage

KOIlDAY

MAY 8

Partial Cranium Cloudiness

• 5:30pm ....Rec Group Exercise
Room- Kickboxing
• 7:30am ....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
• 6:40pm....Rec Group Exercise
Sponsored by The Bookstore
Room- Yoga
• 11am.2pm .•..SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage
• 7-9pm ....SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage
• 6:40pm....Rec Group Exercise
• 9pm ....SUB Dining Area
Room- Yoga
Cram Snacks
• 7.9pm ....SUB Johnson Room
• 10:30pm •••.Library 1st Floor
Free Massage
Free Coffee, Hot Chocolate
• 9pm ....SUB Dining Area
and Tea - Sponsored by ASBSI
Cram Snacks
• 10:30pm ....Library 1st Floor
Free Coffee, Hot Chocolate
and Tea" Sponsored by ASBSU

THURSDAY

Courtesy Broncosports.com

KAY 11

Brain Freeze WarnIng
• 11am· 2pm ....SUB Johnson Roe

• 6:15am.-.Rec Group Exercise
Room- Wake Up Yoga

GOOD LUCK
WITH !'INALS!

Fre~ Massage

• 7:30am....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate

• 12:15pm•.-Rec Multi Purpose
Room 1- PiYo

Sponsored by The Bookstore

• 4:30pm ....Rec Multi Purpose

• 11am-2pm ••••SUB Johnson Room

Room 2- Cycle

Free Massage
• 12:15pm....Rec Multi Purpose
Room 1- PiYo ,

BOISE STATE WEST

• , 7.9pm ....SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage

Monday, 1lIesday, Wednesday
• 4pm-Bpm_Free

• 9pm....SUBDining

Cram Snacks

Massage,

Area
'

All events afe on a first-come·first-s81Ve

basis'

• 10:30 pm_Ubrary1st

Floor
Free Coffee, Hot Chocolate

and Tea - Sponsored

by ASBSU

Del.aet garners Player of the Year;
Broncos finish tied for fourth

Stress Free Sunshine
• 7:30am ....The Quad
Free COffee and Hot Chocolate.
Sponsored by The Bookstore

TUESDAY KAY 9

ALLAM

."

BOOKSTORE
YOUR PURCHASES FUND SCHOlAJtSHIPSI

BOlsr·STATE
I

I -, ,

( • ,

" , -f

BOISE,Idaho -- Seniors Graham
Del.aet and Jason Williams each
finished in the top 10 individually, giving the Broncos a share
of fourth place at the Western
Athletic Conference Men's Golf
Championships, May 3.
Williams and DeLaet are each
one of only 12 Boise State golfers to
finish in the top 10atthe conference
championships since the Broncos
joined the BigWest in 1996.
Four years after being named
WACFreshman ofthe Year, DeLaet
completed his WACChampionships
career by garnering Player of the
Year honors. With a three-round'
total of 218 (+5) at the 6,668-yard
Crane Creek Country Club, DeLaet
finished tied for seventh, recording
his fourth-consecutive top ,10 finish at the event. Del.aet was named
First Team All-WACfor the second
time in his career. He has been
named to the All-WACteam In
each of his four seasons.
The tournament marked the
eighth.top 10 finish of the season
for DeLaet, one less thanthe. school

record that he set in 2003-04. His
,11 top 25 finishes this season are
a new school record, breaking the
mark he set in both 2002-03 and
2003-04.
Williams finished tied for 10th
place, his best career finish at the
conference championships. With a
54-hole total of 219 (+6), Williams
posted his fourth top 10finish of the
season. His six careertop 10 finishes are tied for third on the Bronco
all-time list, and his 16 career top
25 finishes are also tied forthirdmost in Bronco history.
The senior duo gave the team
a share offourth place, tying the
Broncos' best finish at the event.
Boise State and Hawaii each finished the tournament with an 879
(+27),one stroke back ofthlrd place
San Jose State.
Senior Brian Smith and sophomore Matt Hastings each posted
top 25 finishes, tying for 22nd with
a 223 (+1O).Rounding out the scorIng for the Broncos was senior Jake
' sestero, who posted his best career
finish at the WACChampionshIps, .
flnishlllgded for 29th with a 227
- (+14);

WAC Championships
May 1-3,2006
Crane Creek Country Club;
Boise, Idaho
Par 71; 6,668 yards

Final Results
Boise State Results -T7. Graham DeLaet (73-74-71'218, +5),
TlO. Iason Williams (73-71-75'219,,;1-6),
Tn. Matt Hastings (74-77-72'223, +10),
T22. Brian Smith (72-76-75'223, +10),
T29. Jake Sestero (77-73-77'227, +14).
Team Results -- I. New Mexico State
(861, +9), 2. Fresno State (866, +14), 3.
San lose State (878, +26), T4. BoiseState
(879, +27), T4. Hawaii (879, +27), 6.
Nevada (884, +32), 7. Idaho (908, +56),
8. Utah State (909, +57), 9. Louisiana
Tech (911, +59).
Top Five Individuals -- Tl. Matt
Edwards, New Mexico State (72-6970'211, -2)', T2. Iarett Hamamoto,
Hawaii (73-68-70'2Ii, -2), T3. Iason
Anthony, Fresno State (72-74-69"215,
+2), T3.Brian Kelley, Fresno State (7271-72'215, +2), T3. Ben Kreger, New
Mexico State (73-74-68'215, +2).

___________
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SusinessfJ Tech
Adobe Photoshop Elements 4.0 provides easy editing
BY MICAH MCLAUGHLIN
.ARBITER STAFF
The
new
Adobe
Photoshop
Elements 4.0 allows users to easily
work with still photos in basic steps
that are clearly defined and understandable. While 1J,0ta professional level editor, most users should
find it useful and easily powerful
enough.
The package is broken into two
parts: the software and the manual.
While the software is the more important part, users unfamiliar with
the program or computers in general will find it indispensable.
The
manual provides a step by step tu-

toriai of how to manipulate photos
that begin with the simplest procedures and moves to the more advanced processes.
The manual begins simply with a
section on learning the "work flow"
(the order of steps to take· for the
best results) and progresses from
there.
Using the program in conjunction with the manual would make
any inexperienced
user more efficient. The program itself is setup
to parallel the organization
of the
manual.
When starting the program
a
menu appears that allows users to
decide what they will be doing with

the program will try to improve it.
Unfortunately the program is mit
always successful. Sometimes using the Quick Fix functions can actually reduce the images quality.
The actual editor is more precise
and offers more directed control.
While the Quick Fix looks at the
picture as a whole, the editor allows
selection of individual parts within
a photo.
The editor has more advancedfunction,
including
cutting tools'
and other such notable attributes.
What this means to the user is
that the editor will provide better
results and allow for a more true
photo customization. Although, this

their photos. The menu gives the
options of viewing and organizing photos, performing quick fixes,
full editing and enhancing, making
creative use of photos and starting
with a blank slate.
Depending
on what users wish
to accomplish, each of the different
options is appropriate. For instance,
users that wish to simply touch up
photos will find the quick fix option
most useful. Quick Fix is simple,
fast and effective. General aspects
such as "red eye" are fixed in this
mode and the program takes care
of the details of editing. This allows
users to tell the program what they
think is wrong with the photo and

will also require more time both in
learning and in the editing process.
The selection method of the editor is one of the most user-friendly
features of the program. The editor
uses a "selection brush" that is used
to. color in the area to be selected
and the editor selects it. However,
sometimes
the program
selects
more than it is desired (it seems to
make decisions based more on color than any other function).
The final two modes are similar in that they make creative use
of photos. The "make photo creations" option is a user-friendly
way to do things with photographs.
Slide shows, photo album pages,

greeting cards and calendars are a
few of the things that can be done
with this feature. The program then
walks the user through the processes for each in turn.
Lastly, "start from scratch" is just
as it sounds. In this mode the editor
is opened to a blank slate in which
the user is essentially left to do what
they want to create what they want.
This provides a lot of control over
the end product but requires familiarity with the editor and a creative
mind.
All in all, Adobe Photoshop
Elements 4.0 is a well made product that users can guide themselves
through without much difficulty.

Making, selllnq fake IDs for illegal immigrants is a big business
Forgers are making tens ·ofmillions,
and possibly billions, of dollars selling
counterfeit Social Security cards, driver's
licenses, immigrant registration cards
and other papers to an estimated
12 million illegal immigrants.
BY DAVE MONTGOMERY
Knight Ridder Newspapers

The dominantforgcry-and-distribution
network in the United
States
allegedly
is controlled
by the Castorena
family,
say
U.S. Immigration
and Customs
Enforcement officials.
Its members
emigrated
from
Mexico in the late 1980s and have
used their printing skills and business acumen to capture a big piece
of the booming industry.
Only trained experts can distinguish its fake identity documents
from real ones, and the Castorena
FamilyOrganization,
or CFO,.asiCE

officials call it, has spread to at least
50 cities in 33 states.
At a sentencing hearing for one
family member in December, U.S.
District Judge Lewis T. Babcock of
Denver said that the CFO's criminal
reach is "simply breathtaking" and
strikes "at the heart of the sovereignty of the United States of America."
The threat of terrorism has made
document forgers even more menacing since the 9/11 attacks.
Two of the 9/11 hijackers used
fraudulent notarized forms to obtain valid Virginia 10 cards, which
enabled them to board the two airliners that crashed into the World
Trade Center.
Julie Myers; theassistant
secre-
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Use your Bralnl
Use Your Educallonl .
Use Your enlhuslasm!
We welcome learn players
wllh Ideas anillhe ability 10
lollow Ihrough.
You will be selling adVertising
lor two Publlcallons.
Your hours are lIexlble.
Your Income potenllalis
greal!
Part·tlme or Full·lime. Come
Join our team.
Call 336.6526

email:
autoshopper@cablenet.nel
fax 336.9988

Stuffing

guaranteed

envelopes.

. a self addressed
envelope
keting,

Send

stamped

to: Scarab Mar28

E.

cago, IL 60604

keeping,

aides-housemeal prep, per-

sonal care services, transportation.

Flexible

hours,

2 to 24 hour shifts, days,
eves, overnights.

Contact

Jen Bear @ TLC Home

I can help. Call 412-1804.

insurance

AJr<m1l1lJ

term

Call today ...earn money
fast.

Ask for Aaron:
108.441.43 I 7
Looking
for
slJmmer
Employment?
Join a fun
and productive
team in
an exciting atmosphere.
Pay- $7.41-$7.751hr, Full
time 40 hrs/wk .. Mon-Fri
7am-3:3Opm.
- Flexible
. hrs. considered. No expo
. necessary. Contact Bryan
Chesbro 426-1485 or stop
by 1II0 Vennont to pick
up Application.
Bsu is an
EOElAAEmployer.
Vets
Preferred.
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On- and off-.
campus Jobs
and Internships
for current and
graduating
students

1
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5

9
4
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To play: Complete the grid so
that every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved,
just use logic to solve.

9

5

Crelll IIIlIra"e nur
SUdoka PDlZleslllI FREE.
""'-lllIIII

1

9

grad-

*111IlIlIlIt

PRllfSUDOKU.CDM
sudokusolver.com.

For persons

HARD
5

Contact

6

4

1

8
4

Familiar with graphics, publisher
digital equipment
and iriterested in
Real Estate

...FLEXIBLE EVENING AND
WEEKEND SCHEDULE ALLOWS
YOU TO WORK PART TIME NOW
AND INCREASE TO FULL TIME
THIS SUMMER

·:·20-40 hoursfweek
·:·TopDollar

$8-12lhour

~:·PaldTraining

2

9

.

2

4

6

1

5

3

8
If) sudokusolver.com.

SUMMER WORK
Great Pay
Immediate. openings customer
sales/svc, no expo nee, conditions apply,
all ages
17+,
208-344-3100.

Experi-

ence helpful. 371·2449

or 713-

6918.
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Position Available!
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Volunteer Coordinator
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Develop a volUl'lteer application,
Market with local volunteer programs,

BroncoJobs.htm

Qualities

needed:

Organization.
a plan forbuiid-

for inter-

Develop a home-stay program
national students .

ing a volunteer program,

9

.\5\'3

Please check the job posting on:
http://career.boisestate.edu/

Duties include:
'Createfunplement

~Z

For persoN:

sprin-

k1ers' or .landscaping.

Z

9

t

5

9
5-

Workers needed digging

FOR MORE INFORMATION '

7

5
6

t:

~z ~

9

,

1 4

Summer job? Hiring fulltime managers and painters.
$8-$10 per/hr. +. bonuses!
No experience necessary.
Jobs in WA, OR, 10. Apply
at 888-277-9787 or www.
collegepro.com

RESERVE YOUR
SUMMER JOB NOWI

'3
2

3

John @ 863-5361

Reputable Talent Agency
Expanding to Boise! Need
Actors,
Models,
Extras,
also Talent Agents. Earn
$72-$700 daily. No expo
Not a School. 433-9511

.

SUDOKU

5

6

IThe Arbiter' Sudoku

health

~.TaP IntCiYQuf busin~s

.. 'e.':!9111,,!<! -....
• NciExper:t .. ce ~eed.l3d:
.;~iOlng
pr'9Yided:

3

il

Are You Earning Your
Potential

• Bilingual a plus but not

1

©

Need short

•

'ESaIi@@¢S¢;l!1)misS~

•....

career:
center
_:'

Checkout

Surveys.

pI:'odH~!h.at sell~,I~e!f.·

2

3

9

7

_;fill."

F 9am - 5pm.

uation and your new job?

• Works great with class
schedules

PHOTO COURTESY KNIGHT RIDDER TRiBUNE

EASY

Work for a non-profit
across the street from
BSU. Phone workers Pff
or Fff eve/weekends
required. Call 343-1377

Health Care 853-5050 M-

BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need Paid Survey Takers in Boise. 100%
FREE to join. Click on

·skills and work Vildu .

The creation and sales
of documents like the
ones pictured at right has
become a bigger
Industry In recent years.

Jackson,

10th floor, ste. 938, Chi-

Homecare

Atlanta; and Newark, N.J.
Federal authorities said it's virtually impossible to calculate tfie financial scope of document forging,
but illicit profits easily amount to
many millions of dollars, if not bile
lions.
One investigation of CFO operations in Los Angeles alone resulted
in the seizure of 3 million documents with a street value of more
than $20 million.
"We've hit them pretty hard, but
have we shut down the entire operation? I don't think we can say that
yet," said Scott A. Weber,- chief of
ICE's Identity and Benefit Fraud Unit
in the agency's Washington head.quarters.
."We know there are many different cells out there, and they are still
providing documents."

WDAKIT

WDAK IT WDAKIT
$800 weekly

tary for ICE, calls document forging
an "epidemic." Her agency, a branch
of the Department
of Homeland
Security, is waging a nationwide
crackdown on .forgery rings and
has formed multi-agency task forces in 10 cities, including. Dallas,
Philadelphia, Atlanta and St. Paul,
Minn.
The agency's investigations have
hobbled many CFO operations, indicting and convicting family members and senior subordinates.
But the CFO's fugitive chieftain,
Pedro Castorena-Ibarra,
still controls operations from Mexico, agency investigators said, and the family enterprise continues to dominate
the illicit document
trade in the
United States.
ICE agents are conducting more
than 3,500 investigations
nationwide into document forging.
They've closed document mills in
Charlotte, N.C., Los Angeles, Denver
and several other cities in recent
months.
But CFO cells continue to operate in many cities, including Dallas; .
Houston; Miami; Kansas City, Mo.:
Los Angeles; New York; .Chicago;

research skills,

.

~mfort

. giving presentationS.abmtytOi~teract
\veil with othets,!Uldcomputel-~ms.

...

Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students .
Classified ads may be placed three ways:
email: classifieds@arblteronllne.com
phone: 345·8204 x 100
or stop by the office at
1605 University Drive
(across from the SUB).

............•... :......•.........
~

~

MAY

SELL IT

SAY IT
Need short term health
.Insurance between graduationand
your new job?
I can help. Cali 412-1804.

SELL IT

Cash paid for unwanted
cars. 208-629-6546
Garden City
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
. $799, sacrifice $195. Call

8 2006

RENT IT

RENT IT
"3 Bdr/3 Bath house. AC
WID. Hrdwd Firs, Lg
yard. Near BSU. $950/
month. 2455 Denver 8699260.

1993 Chevy Corsica 4
cylinders automatic 4door
Blue $5950bo 208-629-

Dining set, cherrywood,
63" hutch & Buffet, 78"
table wl2 leaves, 6 curved
back
chairs.
Dovetail
drawers .• Side server also
available.
Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 firm. (208)

6546

362- 7150.

2001 Ford Mustang, V6
47K, 5 Speed, Green,
Great condition.'
$8500

Forplex for sale. 208-860-

OBO. Cali 577-7931.

FREE I Lg Oscar. 2 Lg
Algae Eating fish. 'Fresh

2004 Scooter. Blue Venice
Retro.
Runs/looks
great. Kevin 860-1639. Iv.

water. 921-~302.

Jeep
Cherokee
Red-Runs,
looks Great
Lv. Msg. Kevin 860-1639
Boise $18000bo

ACROSS
1 Qualified
5 Surpasses
10 Tombstone
marshal
14 Butcher's cut
15 Eaglet'S abode
16 Gin flavoring
17 Host before
Carson
18 Genetic copy
19 Play players
20 Author of the
2nd Gospel
22 Map volumes
24 "Beau
..
27 Lubricate
28 Like Amy
Lowell's poetry
32 Segments
36 Male sheep
37 Fry lightly
38 Show surprise
39 Revered figure
41 Crownlet
43 Needle case •
44 Buenos_
46 Steps over a
fence
48 Lemieux milieu
49 Philosopher
Josiah
50 "Young
Frankenstein"
director
52 Can pull
54 Assad's country
55 Actress Justine
59 Buries
63 _-friendly
64 Mark sale items
67 Demonic
68 Writer' O'Casey
69 Author of
"Psycho"
70 Pregci rival
,
71 Caps for Scots
72 Frozen rain
73 Obstacle

2 Roommates wanted. 4
Bdrm house.
$300/mo.
UT, WID, DIW inc. Call
Kevin 860-1639.

888·1464.

1989

Crossword

Horne for rent. 4 Bedroom. 1650 sq feet. $795
per month. Call (208)467-

Starting at $32S/mo.

Bring in ad & receive $25
off 1st month rent
Includes all utilities,
cablelinternet. Open
Monday-Saturday
9am-6pm.

2132.

336-8787

1612.

.Renting Just Got .

$350/MO
Close to

Full
size
orthopedic
mattress set. Brand new
in package, warranty Sacrifice $99. Call 921-6643.

ms . $1200 OBO.

Buy, Sell,
&

Trade Vintage
Styles ..",..,.-1
1-......, ........

BSU!

Hundreds of rentals
in the surrounding
areas!'

~sk about our
specials!

Honda 200R 3 Wheeler
$100. Wavesport Frankinstein
kayak $250. 993-

Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

0089.

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

Visit our website at:

Oreal!:

King size pillowtop mattress set, brand new in
bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-

Male roommate
wanted
for a basement apt next to
Micron engineering
biding, $350 inc-utils, Call

6643.

Rick at 863-7679

I
Leather Sofa plus Love. seat. Brand new in crate
with
List

556 VISTA PLAZA
344-7278
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new
in box.
Retail
$2250,
sacrifice
$450. Cali 888-1464
96 Mazda
626 $5000
208-459-4423 Caldwell
Antique Organ $500 208. 459-4423 Caldwell
Bed-Queen
Pillow Top
mattress set. Brand new,
"still in plastic, warranty.
Retail $599. Must' sell
$1 !9. Can deliver. 9216643
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction.
Sleigh bed, 2 nightstands,
'drcsser
w/mirror,
tall
chest, TV armoire, dovetail drawers. Will sell all
or part. Cost $10,000, sell
$2,900. (208) 362-7150.
Brand new bayhill executive home for sale. Call'
208-860-1612.

warranty.
Sacrifice

Mattress, king pillow-top
mattress & box. Never
used. Still in factory wrapper. Cost $550, sacrifice
$295. (208) 919-3080.
Micron IS' CRT monitor.
White color, works great.
$40 OBO 724-8311 .
Moving Boxes 20x 13x I0
inch. 25 cents each. 3503957.

iI1~
www.frpmrentals.com
Roomatc wanted for 3 bed

$699.
888-1464.
1,2 & 3 BR includes all
appliances plus WID
Large pool and spa,
24 Hour Fitness Center
Tanning beds and
much morel
Ask about our terrific
move-in specials
Call today

2 bath apt.

$210/month.

Call

at 323-9235.

David

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

All rights

8
9
10
11.
12
13
21
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
33

DOWN
"Heidi" setting
Dory or dinghy
Writer O'Flaherty
Madden
Kind of driver?
Moray_
Theater-sign
letters

34
35
40
42
45

Media
reserved.

Services,

Fey of "SN~'
Look after
Intensify'
Exclamation of
regret
Stood up
Favorites
Tach readings
Rims
Maxim
Contents of wills
Tuck's title
Brit's wireless
University in
Atlanta
In a spooky
manner·
Proportional
relationship
Goods
transporter
Eyelid swellings
Stands for
speakers
Czech-born
Clinton cabinet
member
Line of stitches

Inc.

.Solutions
'II .l
3 S

s n
'II 8

S 3 S
.l

S

'II

301
d 8 'II

58 Jodie Foster
film
60 Bayh or Hunter
61 Latvian capital
62 Belt
65 Shos's tip
66 High card

47
51
53
55

_ go braqh:
Shoot-'em-ups
Sharp remarks
Boom's
counterpart
56 Not in port
57 Side

Mak~llie
Smart Move
to Home
Ownership!

853-5253

l'rrqualify today al .

Pool table, 8 ft. table, .1"
slate, leather pockets, Aramith balls, ace, pkg. included. New in box. Cost
$4,500, sell $1,450. (208)

Roomate wanted for 3 bed
2 bath apt.
Call

David

Id~,'

$2 IO/month.
at 323-9235.

362-7150.
Queen

orthropedic

pil-

15 ~m!J Iw ~'flid I~~"" ""Ill 01$lroP} Olltd:lolll:~
~~l{)WQ~
lD"'W WeI JIO!il)lf6 ,lMbc~JbO»lfted<.l'lk~
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ClbtLl',

low-top mattress + box.
New in plastic. Cost $400,
sacrifice $195. (208) 919-

tot~. trI* of ~
b castl6JMloo8

Hf\'-

THE

3080.,

INTERNET

Wooden
entertainment center.
Holds 32'
TV,VCR / DVD a~d CD
slots. $35 OBO 724-8311

RENT IT

Brand
New
Microfiber Couch & Loveseat,
Stain Resistant. Lifetime
warranty. Still in boxes.
Retail
$1395.
Must
sell! $499. 888-1464.

lifetime
$2000.

I

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

..

© 2006 Tribune

2 3DRM Apt. Nend location.
Clean & quiet,
hardwood floors, w/ AC.
$800/mo. 284-270 I.

2 BR APTS. $450 - $680
SUITE STYLE APTS. $335*
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HAVE
"PHOTOSHOP"
SOFTWARE?

)

WITH YOUR BILLIONS
OF DOllARS, I DON'T
UNDERSTAND WHY
YOU LIVE HERE?

'MoIIl

FREE HIGH SPEED
Call for options and a tour.
'
, housiJ:lg.boisestat~"~du . 447-109,1

~

HAVE YOU
SEEN HER
PICTURE?

tiki 0lI

~v1~1a

• Spring Semester pmt

e-----------.:i-----------,
~
~ DO YOU

o

wIKt

t1011'1r 1'otItktft .......

comics
YOU SAID I'D NEVER
FIND AN ONLINE DATE
BECAUSE 11"\ UNEl"\.PlOYED. BUT YOU WERE
WRONG!

plRse

011 "<Mt4n"

.ron..ti__

""It www-c.~ .. -'
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horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
TrilmneMedia
Services

I'\AYBE.

~

WE BILLIONAIRES ONLY
CO~E TOPSIDE TO TAKE
YOUR COFFEE AND YOUR
WOI'\EN.
HOlA,.
DOGBERT.

-'--

Today's R1rthday (05/08/06) Your workload increases, partially due to a compulsion
to finish old tasks. You're not making extra
money for this, but you are lightening your
load. To gellhe advantage;check
the day's
raling: 10 Is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Callcer (Julie 22·luly 22)
,
Today Is 0118 - You like to be on the cutting
edge. That's how you beat the competitloll.
Don't throw out something you can still usc,
but do make big changes.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Ilcc. 21)
Today Is a 5 - Don't offer any sllggestions
now that might dismptthe stalus quo. Also,
tl)' not to take oITense if you get "no" for an
answer.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 - Don'ttl)' to impress a loved
one with how much money you're making.
You can't aITord to spend it, so there's no
need for anybody 10 know.

Caprlconl (Il.:'::. 22·lan. 19)
Today Is an 8 -!o;eep caples of evel'}1hing
you mail out. Ifyou can wait until tomorrow,
do. This warning applies to travel and adver.tislng,too.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - People, not only yourself. are
aptto overlook details now. This could cause
confusion, fender-benders
and other nul·
sances.' Proceed with caution.

Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 - Travel is more complicated
now. Maybe it's just heavy traffic. Hold on a
while longer, some of your problems will be
solveotomorrow.

Taunls (April 2D-May 20)
Today is a 7 - A financial setback could
plunge you into temporary depression. You
hate it when you make bad deal, so be vel)'
careful now. You're bener oITselling·than
buying.

Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
•
Today Is a 5 - Things don't go exactly as
planned. Something you try doesn't work.
Don't schedule yourtlrnctoo
tightly _ allow
yourself some slack.

a

Gemini (May21-/une21)
Today Is a 5 • Finish a Job you'vcbeen
avoiding, pertaining to youihome. It could
be the refrlgelator. Eventhe kind that ncvcr
need. defrosting cali still get ripe:

Scorpio (Oct. 23·N"v.21)
Today is an 8 - It's a terrible time for bar. r6'w1ng or lending. Walt at least untl!tomorrow, You'll get much beuer tenns.

.

Aquarius (Jon. 2O-Feh. 18)
Today'is
5 - Continue to budget carefully:
Dy doing this, you'll have extra for entertaining Tuesday and Wednesday. Those are your
best party days.

a

Pisces (Feb. 190Mareh 20)
Today Is an 8 - As you discuss finances
\vlth your partner, yOll keep running Into
dead ends. Relax. The way you'll achievc your
goals hasn't been revealed to you yet,
(c) 2006, TRtDUNEMEDIASERVlCES
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